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Sustainability issues (social and ecological) were identified to be at the heart of many
conflicts. Both the social (human needs) and ecological (environmental) dimensions are
always violated in each conflict. The mechanisms for these violations are embedded in the
structures (Political, Economic, Social and environmental) and institutional arrangements that
are inherent in conflict-prone societies. Addressing these structural factors has potentials to
provide long term solutions to conflict escalation. The connections between conflict and
sustainability might not always be easily seen. Using the FSSD as an analytical tool in
conjunction with other conflict analysis tools has greater capacity to bring to limelight
previously unrecognized risk factors of conflict escalation while at the same time revealing
known factors as sustainability challenges. The thesis described the links between conflict,
structural conflict prevention, sustainability and Strategic Sustainable Development.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
Modern society is currently facing a lot of social, economic, political and environmental
challenges that has never been witnessed in the history of humanity and thus, threatened the
wellbeing of human and other living organisms in the biosphere. These challenges include
poor education and healthcare system, lack of adequate public utilities, population dynamics,
poor governance, abject poverty, environmental pollution and degradation, corruption,
unsustainable management of forests and natural resources, biological species extinction
among others in the developing countries to over usage of resources in the developed
countries as well as the more general problems of climate change and globalization. Another
major part of these challenges is the dominance of armed conflicts around the world
especially in developing countries.
Armed conflicts - a process of generation of violence by different faction against each other
and as a form of control of territory, resources and populations that shaped household
behaviour and changes in household behaviour during and after the conflict (Justino 2008).
Statistics have it that eight out of the world poorest countries are suffering from or have
recently suffered from violent conflicts (Frances 2002). Armed conflicts in developing
countries have significant human, social and economic cost and are seen to be the major
causes of poverty and the underdevelopment. Many of these conflicts originate from what
some scholars refers to as “ Resources Curse”- that countries and regions with an abundance
of natural resources, specifically point-source, non-renewable resources like minerals and
fuels, tend to have less economic growth and worse development outcomes than countries
with fewer natural resources (Auty 1993).
Others see the failure of the social contract between the people and government as the major
cause of conflicts (Frances 2002). This derives from the view that social stability is based on
the social contract between people and government. People accept state authority so long as
the state delivers services and provides reasonable economic conditions such as employment
and incomes. With economic decline or stagnation, and worsening state services, the social
contract breaks down, and violence results. The violence resulting from the armed conflict
affects the household-civilian non-state actor-in different ways usually through the types and
gravity of violence it set in motion. It could be directly (e.g. those supplying fighters to
different factions or those that are targeted by the violence) or indirectly through changes in
economic, social and political institutions. These effects may impact both the people in the
conflict and outside the conflict area through a complexity of inter-related channels. This
necessitates efforts to prevent conflict from escalating into violence.
Sustainability issues (social and ecological) are at the heart of many conflicts. Both the
social (human needs) and ecological (environmental) dimensions are always violated in each
conflict. The mechanisms for these violations are embedded in the structures (Political,
Economic, Social and Environmental) and institutional arrangements that are inherent in
conflict-prone societies. Most often, the connection between sustainability and conflicts are
not always visible and therefore a need for a holistic approach that deals with these issues
sufficiently.
iv

Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) is a way of planning for sustainability in a
rigorous, meaningful and systematic way. Its core concepts include: system perspective,
structured approach to organize tools and concepts, basic scientific principles that define
sustainable development, backcasting from common vision of success, prioritizing of actions
and selection and informing of tools needed for the transition (Robèrt et al. 2002). The SSD
provide a holistic approach that can deal with the challenges of sustainability that are central
to most conflicts. Given the complexity of conflict prevention, the most suitable entry point
of the SSD is at the structural level.

The current Reality
Conflict is a complex phenomenon and hence its prevention requires a holistic approach. The
current approach to conflict prevention appears to be weak in the global transition to
sustainability. The authors never came across anywhere in the literature where sustainability
was central to any of the available conflict prevention frameworks. Many of the available
frameworks were designed with the goal of using conflict analysis to promote peace-building
(an aspect of operational prevention) programs and to assess how conflict affects
programming of the agencies and vice versa (Centre for international Development and
Conflict Management) (CIDCM 2014). This makes the outcomes of conflict prevention
neither satisfactory nor lasting as most of the actions are taken in the face of imminent
conflict.
Collectively, these gaps in the literature in addition to their practical importance present a
research problem that requires an investigation. The authors believed that incorporating
Strategic Sustainable Development at the structural level of conflict has potentials to provide
a long term solution to conflict escalation.
From these assumptions, the primary research question underpinning this thesis is:
“How can the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) be used to
identify the risk factors and mitigate the escalation of conflict into violence in conflictprone societies?
This is supported by three other secondary research questions namely:
x
x

x

What are the structural level risk factors of conflict?
What are the necessary measures that can be taken to mitigate the escalation of
conflict from Strategic Sustainable Development perspective?
What evidence is available that structural factors are the root causes of conflict?

Methodology
A qualitative (exploratory) research approach was used to explore the complexity of conflict
prevention. It was believed that it would help the authors gain a better understanding of the
complexity of the research problem, improve the understanding of conflict prevention and
Strategic Sustainable Development, as well as investigate conflict prevention in a new light.
In order to ensure a comprehensive analysis, we collected both primary and secondary data
v

during the research processes. The primary data were gathered through survey, exploratory
and structured interviews with experts in the fields of conflict prevention and sustainability
while the secondary data were from literature review including real life case examples.
The research design was underpinned by Joseph Maxwell (2005) research model. This helps
to provide a systematic research processes. The model indicates the relationship between the
research design and the propose structure as well as iterative interplay between our goal,
research questions, methods and validity. It also highlights an interactive approach by
internally linking the various dimensions of the research processes. To establish a systematic
structure, a conceptual model of structural conflict prevention in conjunction with the FSSD
was developed as an aid to organize, code and analyze data. To enhance this structure and
flow throughout the study, and to arrive at diverse and rich data, we divided our methods into
five phases. These phases include background research, data collection, data analysis and
interpretation and proposed measures using the FSSD as a lens.
The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) was used in conjunction with
the author’s conceptual model to gain an understanding of the current reality of conflict
prevention as well as the sustainability challenges. The authors began by integrating some
of its key core concepts (system thinking, backcasting from a common vision of success,
sustainability challenges among others) with the conceptual model to understand the
complexity of the research problem and to study the phenomenon in a new light. Throughout
the discussion, the FSSD was used as a lens to draw the link between Strategic Sustainable
Development and conflict prevention and how the integration of SSD could make conflict
prevention framework more strategic.
The first step we took in ensuring the validity of this study was the design of our research
processes iteratively which gave us the opportunity to access our assumptions and approach
through debrief process at every phase of the research design. The research data were
collected from different sources: literature review, surveys, exploratory and structured
interviews. The findings from these different sources were subjected to structural
corroboration. Structural corroboration is where the researcher relates multiple types of data
to support or contradict the interpretation (Eisner 1991). In other words, the findings were
triangulated and this in addition to the fact that it helps to determine the validity of the study
also helps to harmonize complementary sources of data.

Results
The authors’ conceptual model of conflict prevention in conjunction with the FSSD was used
as a guide to extract relevant words, themes and phrases from the collected data. The authors
identified patterns and trends that set the stage for data analysis, discussion and
recommendations. These findings were structured under the three secondary research
questions. Within each of these research questions, the authors categorized the findings into
themes that help to answer the related secondary research question. To answer the primary
research question, the FSSD was specifically used to understand the current reality of conflict
prevention. The results did not only provide insights on the current reality of conflict
prevention but also contribute to the discussion chapter where the data were analyzed and
interpreted. The sample group helped identify a number of political, economic, social and
environmental risks factors at the structural level that are central to conflict escalation as well
vi

as measures to curb them. The findings revealed that sustainability issues are the heart of
many conflicts around the world and that the mechanisms for violations are embedded in the
structures and institutional arrangements that are inherent in conflict-prone societies. The
findings also revealed that the connections between sustainability issues and conflict are not
always easily seen. Further, the authors found that the experts have different definitions for
conflict prevention, success and sustainability. For example the common definitions of
sustainability given by the experts were centred on two main constructs: long term measures
and system equilibrium.

Discussions
In this chapter, the interpretation of the results in the previous chapter, formulation of the
discussions as well as the links between SSD and conflict prevention that guided us in
answering our primary research question were presented. To ensure clarity and conciseness,
the authors discussed the results under the three secondary research questions. Connections
were drawn between the integrated data. Although there was a validation of the author’s
conceptual model, certain aspect emerged that were unexpected and this could be good topic
for further research.
Throughout the discussion, we employed the core concepts of SSD such as system thinking,
backcasting, success, shared mental model to identify gaps where the FSSD could be most
relevant to conflict prevention. The authors began by analyzing the current reality of conflict
prevention through taking into account the responses of our sample group. The sample group
gave different definitions of conflict prevention. However, there appears to be a number of
consensuses among the experts. They all agreed that conflict is not a bad phenomenon and
therefore the problem is how conflict is managed. They reiterated that conflict if properly
managed, could lead to positive transformation.
Although success was important to our sample group, they lack a shared definition of what it
meant as well as how to measure success in conflict prevention. The authors consider this a
significant issue. This is because without a shared definition of success, stakeholders would
find it difficult to address the structural causes of conflict effectively. In addition, people
working for the same ends defining success in different ways implies different outcomes to
the same group of people with the same objectives.
Similarly, sustainability is understood by the experts in two main contexts: long term
measures and system equilibrium. Though this helps to validate the objectives of this study
and of course the conceptual model, a careful examination of the definitions suggests that it
may be too narrow to encompass the two central constructs of sustainability: social and
ecological sustainability.
The second phase of the discussion encompasses the various risk factors of conflict
escalation as well as the measures that could help mitigate these risk factors. One key finding
was the role of the political system in conflict prevention as pointed out by the experts both
through the structured interview and the survey. Perhaps it may be an indication of the
conviction that many of the risk factors of conflict escalation have one connection or the
other with the political system. Most of the experts are of the opinion that measures like
accountability, improve governance, creation of tools for conflict prevention, management,
resolution and participatory regime are necessary political measures that can have a profound
vii

impact on conflict prevention. In particular, they reiterated that in situations where there are
differing perspectives, opinions and beliefs there is nothing more important than
accountability. Another important finding though not made explicit by the experts, was that
economic and social risk factors of conflict escalation go hand in hand, For example youth
unemployment (social factor) leads to extreme poverty or economic deprivation (economic
factor). Poverty and unemployment do not only increase the vulnerability of youths and easy
manipulation by greedy politicians but also reduce the cost of violence. Interestingly, these
factors are linked directly to the political system. For instance, the socio-economic problem
of poverty, unemployment and income inequality could be argued to be the result of political
inequality, corruption, marginalization and discrimination. Discrimination in particular,
undermines trust in both central authority and among different groups, and it can be
manipulated by shrewd politicians.

Conclusion
Conflict is a complex phenomenon and therefore requires holistic approach to be addressed
sufficiently. Integrating Strategic Sustainable Development into conflict prevention appears
to add new perspective into conflict prevention framework. Given the complexity of conflict
prevention, the most suitable entry point of SSD may be at the structural level where certain
structural and institutional arrangements inherent in the society tend to escalate conflict over
time. Addressing these structural factors has potentials to provide long term solutions to
conflict escalation.
Sustainability issues (social and ecological) were identified to be at the heart of many
conflicts. Both the social (human needs) and ecological (environmental) dimensions are
always violated in each conflict. With regards to the human needs (e.g. identity, security,
etc.), attempts to suppress a need will only lead to escalation of conflict. Therefore, it is
believed that all human needs should be met in order to maintain sufficient life, in a way that
will not generate another conflict. On the other hand the environmental dimension, which is
an on-going source of conflict, is threatening to cause more conflict in the future and until the
human society change the patterns and ways of living, there is no reason for this tendency to
change. The finding further revealed that meeting human needs can be a good leverage point
to provide long term solution to conflict escalation around the world and therefore should be
the focus of any conflict prevention framework.
The authors also found that the above connection might not always be easily seen as they
appear to be, therefore, using the FSSD as an analytical tool in conjunction with other
conflict analysis tools has greater capacity to bring to limelight previously unrecognized risk
factors of conflict escalation while at the same time revealing known factors as sustainability
challenges. A key advantage of the FSSD is the provision of an overall framework to address
the complexity of conflict prevention. Furthermore, both the FSSD and conflict prevention
are independent of any ideological framework and therefore carry no value judgment. The
implication of this is that the FSSD could be used as neutral tool by all sides.
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Glossary
Armed Conflict: is a contested incompatibility which concerns government and/or territory
where the use of armed force between two parties, of which at least one is the government of
a state, results in at least 25 battle-related deaths (Wallensteen et.al 2001).
Backcasting: A planning method by which we envision having achieved success in the
future, and look backward to where we are today and ask ‘what do we need to do to get from
here to there?’ (Dreborg 1996; Holmberg and Robèrt 2000).
Basic Human Needs: Subsistence, protection, identity, participation, freedom, creativity,
idleness, affection, and understanding (Max-Neef 1992). These human needs are timeless,
non-negotiable, non-overlapping, and complementary, cannot substitute for one another, and
are complete covering all fundamental human needs (Robèrt et al. 2004).
Biosphere: The whole of the Earth’s surface, atmosphere, and sea that is inhabited by living
things (Rooney 1999).
Conflict: The situation that occurs when people feel there is an incompatibility between their
goals; when needs are unmet and expectations are unfulfilled (Brand-Jacobsen 2003).
Conflict Prevention: A term coined by John Burton, implying the anticipation and
avoidance of conflict (Burton 1990; Burton and Dukes 1990).
x

Structural Prevention: is more long term in nature and incorporates measures that
facilitate governance, adherence to human rights, and economic, political, and societal
stability, as well as civil society building (Annan 1999; Woodhouse 1999; Ackermann
2003).

x

Operational prevention: is explicitly directed toward such imminent crises and
includes measures such as fact-finding and monitoring missions, negotiation,
mediation, the creation of channels for dialogue among contending groups, preventive
deployments, and confidence-building measures (Ackermann 2000; Lund and Mehler
1999).

Conflict Prone-Societies: Defined as a fragile area or geographical location that is
characterized by absence of trust and mechanism for dialogue which can easily erupts into
negative conflict (Sitha 2014).
Earth’s Crust: The thin outermost layer of the Earth, approximately 1% of the Earth’s
volume, that varies in thickness from 30-70 km below the continents to 6-8 km below the
oceans (Rooney 1999).
Five Level Frameworks: A generic framework for planning and decision making in
complex systems utilizing 5 distinct, non-overlapping levels: (1) System, (2) Success, (3)
Strategy, (4) Actions, and (5) Tools (Robèrt et al. 2002; Robèrt 2000; Holmberg and Robèrt
2000).

ix

Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD): Describes the generic Five
Level Framework used to understand and plan progress towards a sustainable society
specifically, with Level 2 (Success) minimally defined as adherence to the four sustainability
principles (Robèrt et al. 1997; Ny et al. 2006) (Robèrt et al. 2002; Robèrt 2000; Holmberg
and Robèrt 2000).
Holistic: Including or involving all of something. For example, including somebody’s
physical, mental and social conditions, not just physical symptoms, in the treatment of illness
(Rooney 1999).
Principle-Based: referred to the term “backcasting from principles”-is a planning method
that uses basic principles to define success (ex: sustainability principles).
Root Cause: The most basic reason for the presence of a problem, which, if eliminated,
would prevent its recurrence.
Resource Curse: also known as the paradox of plenty refers to the paradox that countries
and regions with an abundance of natural resources, specifically point-source non-renewable
resources like minerals and fuels, tend to have less economic growth and worse development
outcomes than countries with fewer natural resources (Auty 1993)
Scenario-Based: referred to the term “backcasting from scenario”- is a planning method that
uses one or more scenarios as the vision for success.
Social Trap: a situation where individuals, groups or organizations are unable to cooperate
owing to mutual distrust and lack of social capital, even where cooperation would benefit all
(Rothstein 2005).
Strategic Sustainable Development: A way of planning sustainable development designed
to help bring clarity, rigor, and insight to planning and decision making to achieve a
sustainable society in the biosphere. Grounded by a ‘backcasting from sustainability
principles’ approach, whereby a vision of a sustainable future is set as the reference point for
developing strategic actions (Waldron et al. 2006).
Structural Factors: systemic variables conditioned by decades and centuries of interactions
with regard to external, regional and internal power relations (global and local governance
( ECPF 2008).
Sustainable Development: Meeting the needs of today without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their needs (Bruntland 1987).
Sustainability: A state where the four ‘sustainability principles’ (Robèrt et al. 1997; Ny et al.
2006) are not violated.
Sustainability Principles: In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically
increasing...
I.

Concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust
x

II.
III.

Concentrations of substances produced by society
Degradation of physical means

And in that society people are not subject to barriers to...
IV
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Integrity
Influence
Competence
Meaning
Impartiality

System Perspective: a way to organize thinking and conversations around sustainability
which gives the actors in any system a common language and a way to unify their efforts so
they’re all pulling in the same direction from their various areas of expertise (The Natural
Step 2014).
Trust: The willingness to be vulnerable to the actions of a trustee on the basis of the
expectation that the trustee will perform a particular action, irrespective of any monitoring or
control mechanisms” (Mayer et al 1995)
Violence: Anything that inflicts suffering, harm, damage, pain and sometimes death –
psychological, emotional, physical, or other (Brand-Jacobsen 2003).

Acronyms
BTH: Blekinge Tekniska Högskola
FSSD: Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development
SD: Sustainable Development
SSD: Strategic Sustainable Development
ECOWAS: Economic Community of West African States
ECPF: ECOWAS Conflict Prevention Framework
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1

Introduction

The modern society is faced with lots of environmental and socio-economic challenges.
These problems are manifested in the areas of poor quality of education, poor healthcare
system, lack of adequate public utilities, population dynamics, poor governance, extreme
poverty, unsustainable management of forests and natural resources, biological species
extinction among others in the developing countries to over usage of resources in the
developed countries as well as the more general problems of climate change and
globalization.
In many developing countries, these problems are more acute in the form of corruption, weak
institutions, poor governance and infrastructural collapse and ethnic wars. Researchers across
interdisciplinary fields have made several attempts to identify the causes of these challenges
and particularly while they are more critical in the developing countries than the developed
world. One of the findings was that there is lack of trust between both individuals and
between individuals and their institutions (Levi 2000).
Trust and trustworthiness have been identified by academic researchers in multiple
disciplines as important factors in human behaviour and economic performance (Iris and
Bohnet 2004). Mayer et al. (1995) and Jason et al. (2011) differentiate between trust and
trustworthiness by highlighting that while trust is the willingness to be vulnerable to the
trustee, trustworthiness is the ability, benevolence, and integrity of a trustee. More
specifically, they define trust “as the willingness to be vulnerable to the actions of a trustee
on the basis of the expectation that the trustee will perform a particular action, irrespective of
any monitoring or control mechanisms” (Mayer et al. 1995; Jason et al. 2011). Others define
trust “as confident, positive expectations regarding a trustee’s conduct, motives, and
intentions in situations entailing risk (e.g., Cook and Wall 1980). These confident, positive
expectations create a willingness to act on the basis of the words, actions, and decisions of
the trustee (Cook and Wall 1980; Jason et al. 2011).
At the government level, trust between government and the individual is quite important for
political, economic and social reasons. Failing public confidence in national government
affects not just political stability, but also weakens trust which is the base that holds every
society together. Rothstein (2005) refers to this as “Social Trap”-situation where individuals,
groups or organizations are unable to cooperate owing to mutual distrust and lack of social
capital even when cooperation will benefit them. When trust is blunted, it leads individuals,
groups, communities and societies into violent conflict. In developing countries, conflict is a
common phenomenon indicating social fabric erosion. Conflicts do not only have human
(psychological), political, economic, social and environmental costs but also have developed
into a vicious cycle where they are seen as the major causes of poverty and
underdevelopment. Thus, to break this vicious cycle and achieve Sustainable Development
(meeting the needs of today without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their needs) (Bruntland 1987), there is a need for a robust commitment to and investment in
conflict prevention both at individuals, local, state, national and international levels to save
lives, and help establish safe and secure foundations for more effective long-term
development. Without a peaceful, safe and stable environment, all other development efforts
are susceptible. Civil wars and regional violence have been on the increase in recent years
and have destroyed several billions of dollars invested in development assistance. These have
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long-term costs to both national governments and foreign assistance guided by short-term
goals and protracted under-funding of civilian agencies. The net effect is that too many
resources go to short-term, crisis response strategies and only a few are appropriated to longterm sustainable development strategies. These, in addition to the complexity of most violent
conflicts and conflict prevention necessitated a comprehensive approach (strategy) that is
sustainable enough to build the needed stability aiming at advancing peace and mitigating
crises. Petitpierre (2002) highlighted the interrelation between conflict and sustainable
development by stating that conflict is the opposite of sustainable development because it is
inherently destructive.
According to Principle 24 of the Rio Declaration on environment and development,
“warfare” is inherently destructive of Sustainable Development (Johnson 1992, 121). Hence,
Petitpierre concedes that the promotion of peaceful settlement of disputes is therefore an
important contribution to sustainable development.

1.1

Justification

A common happening in many developing countries around the world is the dominance of
armed conflicts - a process of generation of violence by the different faction against each
other and as a form of control of territory, resources and populations that shape household
behaviour and changes in household behaviour during and after the conflict (Justino 2008).
Statistics have it that eight out of the world poorest countries are suffering from or have
recently suffered from violent conflicts (Frances 2002). Armed conflicts in developing
countries have significant human, social and economic cost and are seen to be the major
causes of poverty and the underdevelopment. Many of these conflicts originate from what
some scholars refers to as “ Resources Curse”- that countries and regions with an abundance
of natural resources, specifically point-source, non-renewable resources like minerals and
fuels, tend to have less economic growth and worse development outcomes than countries
with fewer natural resources (Auty 1993). This view posits that natural resources can provoke
conflicts within societies as different group and factions fight for their own share of the
national cake. The main types of relationship between natural resources and armed conflicts
could be through the undermining of the quality of governance and economic performance,
conflicts over the control of exploitation of resources and the allocation of their revenues and
through access to resources by belligerents (Norman 2009).
Others see the failure of the social contract between the people and government as the major
cause of conflicts (Frances 2002). This derives from the view that social stability is based on
the social contract between people and government. People accept state authority so long as
the state delivers services and provides reasonable economic conditions such as employment
and income. With economic decline or stagnation, and worsening state services, the social
contract breaks down, and violence results. Hence high and rising levels of poverty and a
decline in state services would be expected to cause conflict. However, whatever explanation
is provided as the causes of conflicts in developing countries, the common denominator is
that conflicts whatever form it takes has human, social, economic and environmental impacts.
This view appears to have a profound implication than otherwise it would have been
perceived. Firstly, it suggests that a civil conflict is a result of unmet human needs (Burton
1990). Secondly, it also suggests that when there is a breakdown of the social contract
between the state and the people, violence results. These posit that one of the necessary
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conditions for peace is the ability of the state to meet the needs of her citizens and for the
people to trust the state that it will do so at all times. In many of the developing countries the
reverse is the case with the result that many of them are in what can best be describe as
“social trap” - a situation where individuals, groups or organizations are unable to cooperate
owing to mutual distrust and lack of social capital, even where cooperation would benefit all
(Rothstein 2005).
Armed or civil conflict represents a political process of negotiation or contestation of
sovereignty. The violence resulting from the armed conflict affects the household-civilian,
non-state actor-in different ways usually through the types and gravity of violence it sets in
motion. It could be directly (e.g. those supplying fighters to different factions or those that
are targeted by the violence) or indirectly through changes in economic, social and political
institutions. These effects may impact both the people in the conflict and outside the conflict
area through a complexity of inter-related channels.
Many scholars and organizations (Ackermann 2003; Boutros Boutros Ghali 1992; Kofi
Annan 1999; ECOWAS Conflict Prevention Framework (EPCF 2008); Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD 2008) among others has advocated for
concerted effort at preventing conflict from escalating into violence. However, majority of
the studies focus on civil wars (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Luckham 2004; Fearon and Laitin
2003) and state institutions or the state as the main targets and actors of armed conflicts with
the result that the individual level armed conflicts still remain less understood. Micro level
analyses of armed conflicts are not common even though at the basic level armed conflicts
originate from individual behaviour, their interactions among various social groups and
institutional norms. Conflict irrespective of the form it takes, moulds individual behaviour in
ways that have important implication for policies aimed at either conflict resolution or
prevention (Justino 2008). Conducting individual level analyses of conflict, has the potential
to reveal certain factors that are inherent in the society structure and institutions that are at
the root causes of conflict e.g. unmet human needs (Burton 1990). Effective conflict
prevention requires the institutionalization of preventive policies and strategies to be
enhanced over time and that conflict prevention becomes routine. A necessary condition for
this to happen is for a significant number of international and regional organizations, national
governments, and nongovernmental organizations to be convinced to incorporate preventive
policies into their agendas and programs, and also that such preventive policies become
operationalized across a joint group of preventive actors. However, there appear to be
considerable obstacles when it comes to both of these issues. Firstly, the member-states of
various institutions often are skeptical as to the legality and viability of preventive action,
particularly when it comes to last-hour type of preventive operations that are launched to
respond to imminent crisis (operational prevention). Secondly, the capacity to coordinate and
conduct multilateral preventive action also remains problematic (Ackermann 2003). Effective
preventive responses should also be strategic. In this case all primary conflict factors are to
be placed into an integrated framework ‘such that their preventive management results in
successful de-escalation, rather than a narrowly focused intervention that leaves certain key
causes unresolved’ (Cockell 2002). At the moment such a strategic and integrated framework
appears lacking (United State Institute of Peace) (USIP 2009).
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1.2

Definition of Concepts

This section highlights the definitions of the basic concepts behind the evolution of the thesis
topic. It begins with the description of the concepts of conflict and conflict prevention. It is
followed by a description of Strategic Sustainable Development, its core concepts as well as
Conflict prone-society. It ends with the proposed conceptual model that serves as the basis of
the empirical data, analysis and discussions.
1.2.2

Conflict

“Conflict is inevitable but Sustainable Development is achievable. Whereas conflict over
natural resources or of any kind are neither new phenomenon or are they inevitable it is the
approaches that are adopted to manage them that generate interests and makes a difference
between peace and violence” (Muboko 2011).
The word conflict originated from the Latin word “Confligere” which means to strike
together (Muboko 2011). It is defined as “a state of discord caused by the actual or perceived
opposition of needs, values and interests and can be internal (within oneself) or external
(between two or more individuals) (Bradshaw 2008). Conflict refers to the contradictions
inherent in power relations and which manifest themselves in individual and group
interactions with one another and with nature in the pursuit of limited resources or
opportunities (ECPF 2008). It is the motor of transformation and can either be positive or
negative. It can be creatively transformed to ensure progress, equity and harmony; or
destructively transformed to engender acute insecurity. Sider (1999) defined it as an
interaction between interdependent people who perceive incompatible goals and interference
from each other to achieve the desired goals. Yet other authors see conflict from different
perspectives. Sullivan (2003, 11) suggests that conflict is a struggle between different groups
in society to gain control of, and have access to scarce societal resources that are considered
valuable. Harper (1995, 6) defined conflict as the “result of a process whereby the haves have
striven, often successfully to enhance their favoured position in the society at the expense of
the have-nots”. However, whatever perspectives we view conflict from, it is important to
note that conflict is any relationship in which each party perceives the other’s goals, values,
interests or behaviour as antithetical to its own. These definitions address conflict in general
and view conflict as a social phenomenon.But from the environmental and development
perspective, there appears to be no consensus as to what it really entails due to its complexity,
multidisciplinary and multidimensional nature (Muboko 2011). Interestingly, a more subtle
but striking characteristic common to all conflicts is the human factor that permeates the
interplay between or among people, opposing interests and limited resources.
In our society today, it is established statistically that eight out of ten of the world poorest
countries are suffering or have recently suffered from large scale violent conflict (Frances
2002). Violent conflict in the form of wars in developing countries have heavy human,
economic, and social costs and are a major cause of poverty and underdevelopment.
Historically the incidence of violent conflict has been on the rise since 1950 with most of the
conflict being within state.
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Figure 1: Global Trends in Armed Conflict from 1946-2012
(Source: The Center for Systemic Peace-CSP)
One major cause of conflict is premised on human needs, which are usually ignored or
suppressed in the current conflict management systems, as largely constituting the root cause
of conflict and in that context points out negotiation and settlement as tools that can be
problematic in conflict resolution (Burton 1990). Conflict has the potential to bring unique
problems and choices that may not have been previously confronted. Bergeron (2004) cited
in Muboko (2011) identified three types of conflict which are the “what”, the “how” and
“interpersonal style”. The “what” conflict arises as a result of disagreements mostly based on
content, such as those based on problem definition, its root causes or even the best resolution.
Most often, conflict tends to be associated with substantial levels of misunderstandings that
overstate the perceived disagreement considerably. The “how” conflict arises from
differences in the process used to achieve an outcome. In several instances, people who are
considered as part of the social system are inclined to participate in the dispute, whether they
would personally define the situation in that way or not. “Interpersonal style” has to do with
people communicating with one another. Poor communication leads to interpersonal
conflicts.
There are two major perspectives on conflict particularly as it is being viewed today. One of
these sees conflict as evil, a curse that needs to be avoided at all costs (Traditional view). In
that context, rational systems theorists view conflict as a destructive force. The other
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perspective see conflict as both constructive and destructive (Contemporary view). It is based
on the argument that much emphasis on the potential negative consequences of conflict
distracts attention from its potential benefits (Muboko 2011). Tjosvold (1997, 23) stressed
that, “Conflict is necessary for true empowerment, involvement, and democracy. Positive
conflict develops our individuality so we feel more fulfilled and capable”. In this sense
conflict is as critical and useful just as consensus is. This is because conflict brings issues to
limelight and inspires critical thoughts that can sharpen insights into interests and goals
(Burns 1978). With that contextual understanding, conflict should then play the role of a
catalyst in the development process.
1.2.3

Sources of Conflict

For the purpose of this study, the conflict-cube model developed by Bradshaw (2006) as cited
in Muboko (2011) is particularly relevant. This model packages the suggested six basic
sources of conflict as illustrated below.

Figure 2: Conflict Cube
Source: Adapted from Bradshaw Seminar Notes (2008)
Bradshaw explains the various sources of conflict as follows:
Data based conflicts are those conflicts that emanate from misinterpretation, lack of or
inadequate communication with the potential to cause conflict. Bradshaw (2007, 29) pointed
out that, because our social reality is so complex, our brains are continually attempting to sift
important facts from the unimportant. He stressed that socialization and culture play an
important role in shaping the way people perceive or interpret data and their reactions. The
differences in interpretation create conflict.
Structurally-based conflict revolves around social, political or economic structures and
institutions that are in place (Bradshaw 2007, 290). These structures and institutions affect
the relationship between individuals, groups and create negative perceptions that breed
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conflicts. Galtung (1996) refers to structural violence in the context of societal structures that
allow violence to occur vertically. Verticality in these structures implies inequality and
exploitation administered from the top downwards resulting in needs of the persons at the
bottom being deprived either through segregation or marginalization.
Value-based conflicts are those conflicts that are anchored on individual, group or
community values such as political, economic, religious, cultural or ideological, which may
be significantly different among various groups (Bradshaw 2007, 28).
Relationship-based conflicts describe the types of relationships between individuals,
groups that can breed conflict. For example development conflict can be generated by
circumstances where memories of the past lead to poor human relationships. The
circumstances can create serious levels of mistrust, tension and animosity between
among different individuals or groups (Bradshaw 2007, 298).

and
past
past
and

Interest-based conflict is where different groups struggle for scarce resources that may be in
great demand to the extent that the scramble has negative effects or hinders others (Bradshaw
2007, 28). People are in constant struggle over the same resources such as water and land and
their interests over such resources may actually differ, particularly on issues of benefits and
access. The questions: who benefits or who benefits first, most often become critical in either
causing conflict or aiding in conflict resolution.
Needs-based conflict is reinforced by the denial and frustration of both physical and
psychological basic human needs as defined by Max-Neef, such as food, shelter, security,
social acceptance, identity, and control (Bradshaw 2007, 18). The denial of these needs
whether physiological or psychological is a basis of conflict. In fact most persistent conflicts
in the developing countries are needs-based (Muboko 2011).
1.2.4

Root Causes of Conflict

Violent conflict or wars often have cultural dimensions related to ethnicity or religion, but
there are invariably underlying economic causes too. Major root causes include political,
economic, and social inequalities, extreme poverty, economic stagnation, poor government
services, high unemployment, environmental degradation, and individual (economic)
incentives to fight (Frances 2002). These are referred to as structural factors - systemic
variables conditioned by decades and centuries of interactions with regard to external,
regional and internal power relations (global and local governance) by other authors e.g.
ECOWAS Conflict Prevention Framework ( ECPF 2008). It is argued that structural factors
mask latent (indirect) violence, that is, mischief perpetrated against the individual or group
and which is embedded in the structure of our societies, such as the sources of illiteracy and
innumeracy, unemployment and environmental degradation. The root causes of violent
conflict, such as poverty, exclusion, gender and political/economic inequalities are traceable
to these global and local fault lines.
Within these structural factors are accelerators (feedback events and processes that
progressively worsen the impacts of structural factors). These include collapsed educational
systems, repressive security apparatuses and curtailment of freedoms, corruption,
religious/ethnic discrimination, and worsening cost of living. In addition to these
accelerators are triggers- sudden events with catalytic effects on accelerators that spark a
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crisis, which could in turn lead to violent conflict. Example of such triggers include sudden
increase in the price of a staple, which could culminate in civil strife or a coup d’état.
However, their possible degeneration into direct violence is a function of how, and in what
direction, people relate with each other and with nature to alter them. For instance, a
repressive regime may create a security racket to protect itself, crack down on the labour
movement, silence the press, imprison opposition figures, and fill a voter’s register with
double entries and ghost names, all in the attempts to cling on to power. All these practices
accelerate the negative transformation of structural factors and nudge society towards direct
violence (ECPF 2008).
1.2.5

The Life Cycle(s) of a Conflict

A conflict is not a static, but a dynamic phenomenon. It can escalate unexpectedly from
stable peace into violence, crisis and war, and afterward, can be deescalated into relative
peace. Most scholars agree that these cycles can be repeated in the loop until there’s durable
peace where the root cause of the conflict is resolved.
The model presented below is an ideal illustration of the conflict cycle, an analytical
construction developed to simplify analysis. Therefore, it is not always in line with the
empirical reality.

Figure 3: Conflict Cycle
Source: Niklas L.P, and Mikael S. 2005. Conflict, Conflict Prevention
and Conflict Management and beyond: A conceptual exploration
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There are five levels of conflict intensity (stable peace, unstable peace, open conflict, crisis,
and war) in a total of nine chronological phases.
x

Stable peace: is a situation where tension between the parties is low and there exists
different forms of connections and cooperation between them, often including
economic and environmental cooperation, as well as cooperation within other nonsensitive issue-areas.

x

Unstable peace: where tension has increased. This is a situation where tension
between the parties is so high that peace no longer seems guaranteed.

x

Open conflict: is when the conflict is defined and the parties have taken measures to
deal with it, even if militarized options are not adopted.

x

Crisis phase: the risk of war is imminent and militarized options are the preferable or
likely option. There may be sporadic violence between the parties at this stage, but
there is no regular open violence.

x

War phase: on the other hand, there is widespread and intense violence. In the deescalation phase the pattern is reversed, moving from war to crisis, through open
conflict and unstable peace to finally reach a situation of stable peace.

1.3

Conflict Prevention

“Preventing the outbreak of destructive conflicts remains one of our most difficult challenges
of the 21st century”- Ackermann 2003.
Conflict prevention refers to “the structural or intercessory means to keep intrastate or
interstate tensions and disputes from escalating into significant violence and used of armed
forces, to strengthen the capabilities of potential parties to violent conflict for resolving such
conflict peacefully and to progressively reduce the underlying problems that produce these
issues and conflict” (Lund 2002, 117) cited in (Ackermann 2003). ECPF (2008), refers to
conflict prevention as “non-violent (or creative) conflict transformation and encompasses
activities designed to defuse tensions and prevent the outbreak, escalation, spread or
recurrence of violence”. The idea of conflict prevention dates back to the Vienna congress of
1815 where a number of measures, such as mutual consultations, the establishment of neutral
states and demilitarized zones, and the peaceful settlement of conflicts were put into effects.
It is a central feature of the United Nations Charter, authorizing, the Secretary-General, the
Security Council and the General Assembly in Chapters VI and VII to settle disputes
peacefully and to prevent the outbreak of wars and other forms of armed confrontation
(Ackermann 2003).
Boutros Boutros Ghali (1992) used the term conflict diplomacy instead of conflict
prevention. A term officially used for the first time in 1960 in an annual report written by
UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld where he refers specifically to keeping regional
conflicts localized so as to prevent their violent spill over into superpower arena. According
to Boutros Boutros Ghali, Conflict diplomacy is a policy that was aimed at preventing
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conflicts from emerging, and also from escalating into violence. He listed five specific
measures to prevent conflicts and maintained that the underlying causes of conflict needed to
be address through economic and social development. These measures include confidence
building, fact-finding mission, early warning networks, preventive deployment and
demilitarized zones. This theme was also emphasized by Kofi Annan and he has done much
to advance the idea of and practice of conflict prevention. Notable among his work has been
to move the UN from the culture of reaction to the culture of prevention by highlighting some
of the primary requirements for preventive actions (Ackermann 2003).
1.3.1

Elements of Conflict Prevention

One of the challenges identified in the existing literature was the question as to whether
conflict prevention should be limited only to the early and non-escalatory stages of conflict,
or should also encompass the escalation and post-conflict stages of a conflict, and whether
conflict prevention addresses only the immediate causes of conflict or also its underlying
roots, or both (Ackermann 2000; Leatherman et al. 1999). However, there appears to be a
consensus as to a more narrowly defined conceptual core, limiting conflict prevention only to
the early phases of conflict, rather than broadening it to the post-conflict stage (Ackermann
2003). Based on this, conflict prevention strategies may distinguish between operational
prevention (measures applicable in the face of imminent crisis) and structural prevention
(measures to ensure that crises do not arise in the first place or, if they do, that they do not reoccur) (ECPF 2008). The emphasis is not on preventing conflict per se (conflict being a
natural consequence of change) but in halting its descent into violence.

1.4

Strategic Sustainable Development

Beginning with the path-breaking deliberations of the Brundtland Commission in 1987, the
expression ‘Sustainable Development’ has been used in different ways, depending on
whether it is employed in an academic context or that of business, planning or environmental
policy. Thus, over the last 27 years, we have been confronted with several perspectives on
Sustainable Development some of which are mutually exclusive. While campaigners for
greater global equality within nations and between nations, the local housing associations as
well as huge international corporations have all had recourse to the term Sustainable
Development, to justify their actions, it is unclear whether these different perspectives are
complementary to one another or mutually exclusive (Redcliff 2005).
According to the Brundtland commission 1987, sustainable development “is development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs”. This definition was the first overview of the world, which examined
the environmental aspects of development from economic, political and social perspectives.
However, the simplicity of the Brundtland definition appears deceptive, and obscures
underlying complexities and contradictions (Redcliff 2005). First, it is clear that ‘needs’
themselves change, so it is unlikely (as the definition implies) that those of future generations
will be the same as those of the present generation (Redcliff 1993). Development itself
contributes to the characterization of ‘needs’, by helping to define them differently for each
generation, and for different cultures. In this case, one may ask, is development or economic
growth the underlying reason for changing needs or to what extent does our understanding of
change needs influence how they are met? Secondly, it does not highlight how needs are met
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in different cultures. The ‘consensus’ surrounding sustainable development has been built on
the simple belief that sustainable development is necessary for all of us, but it may be view
or define differently in terms of each and every culture. There is also the question of what is
to be sustained that the different perspectives on sustainable development failed to addresses.
Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) is a way of planning for sustainability that
addresses these issues in a more robust, meaningful and systematic way. It is a scientifically
based approach and this underscores its relevance as science is the most acceptable and
respected discipline and belief system. It takes a holistic view of the sustainability challenges
by addressing the root causes and practices that are resulting in the current unstainable
challenges across a wide range of ecologies, cultures and situations on the planet. This is very
important because, the global movement towards sustainability needs to happen
cooperatively, simultaneously and also appropriately across these diverse ranges of ecologies,
cultures and situations. The SSD based on its core concepts is widely applicable as it forms a
framework for understanding, analyzing and acting strategically in a planning situation
(Robèrt et al. 2010). The SSD was developed through a consensus process within the
international scientific community based on scientific principles. When the SSD is used for
planning towards sustainability it is called the Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development (FSSD).

Figure 4: Frameworks for Strategic Sustainable Development
Source: The Natural Step
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1.4.1

Development

The Core Concepts of the Strategic Sustainable

System Perspective: Here the human society is viewed as a subsystem of the complex system
of the earth’s biosphere and hence, a need to maintain a broad perspective when making
decisions, actions and their effects on the big picture.
Structured Approach: To maintain a system perspective, stay clear and organized the
available information regarding sustainability, it is important to have a systematic method of
organizing, evaluating and relating information and concepts (Robèrt et al. 2000). The
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development provides this. Firstly, the FSSD points out
that in order to plan towards a sustainable society; we must understand the basic laws and
principles governing the biosphere (System Level). Secondly, the constraints of a sustainable
society (Success Level); Thirdly, the strategic principles of backcasting from vision and
prioritizing in order to achieve success (Strategic Level); Fourthly, the concrete actions that
must be taken in line with the Strategic Level that can enable that movement (Actions Level)
and lastly, the specific tools that support the process (Tools Level).
A very key importance of this framework is that within the 5-level model, backcasting from
the principles of socio-ecological sustainability provides a concrete basis for sustainable
development (Robèrt et al. 2004). This is because it focuses on a principle-based definition of
successful outcome as opposed to a scenario-based definition which can act as an effective
mental model for all parties working together in any complex situation.
The principles for Sustainable society: Before 2013, there were four scientific principles for
sustainability that describe the basics constraints necessary for a sustainable society at the
Success Level of the FSSD. Three of these principles deal with environmental issues while
the fourth deals with human needs (social aspect). But recently, the social principle was
expanded to five new principles bringing the total principles that serve as the overall
constraint of a sustainable society to eight (Missimer 2013).
These principles include:
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing...
IV. Concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust
V. Concentrations of substances produced by society
VI. Degradation of physical means
And in that society people are not subject to barriers to...
IV
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Integrity
Influence
Competence
Meaning
Impartiality

Backcasting from Vision of success: Backcasting (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000; Robinson
2003) refers to a process of planning by which we envision having achieved success in the
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future, and look backward to where we are today and ask “what do we need to do to get from
here to there?” It is a fairly intuitive way of planning in an open mindset, regardless of
current trends.
Prioritizing actions strategically: A key approach within backcasting is the process of
prioritizing the actions that need to be taken to bridge the gap between “now” and a
“successful future” in a strategic way and creating a step-by-step plan to follow this path. In
the FSSD, there are 3 prioritizing questions that are asked as a minimum.
These include
x
x
x

Right Direction: is this a step in the right direction (i.e. towards success)?
Flexible platform: is this a flexible platform for future ideas and innovations (or is this
a dead end)? And
Return on investment: will this provide a good return, financial or otherwise (e.g.
regarding social and political capital)?

Other prioritizing questions that are specific to the situation such as relative importance,
urgency can be added to the prioritizing questions as the occasion demands.
Selecting the tools needed for the transition: This phase of the 5-level model of the FSSD
involves the selection and informing of tools for transition. Just as it is important to choose
strategic actions, it is equally as important to select tools strategically within the context of
the desired outcome. There are a number of tools available, and it is necessary to select, and
if necessary modify them, to be effective and efficient in reaching success. However, it is
important to point that the FSSD is also a tool itself and can be complemented with a number
of other tools where necessary to achieve the overall desired outcome.

1.5

Conflict-Prone Societies

Conflict prone society is defined as a society characterized with high level of poverty,
inequality, marginalization, poor governance, corruption and unaccountable government
(Nwacha 2014). Other defined it simply as a society with inequality, history of violence and
poverty (Sara 2014). It is also defined as a fragile area or geographical location that is
characterized by absence of trust and mechanism for dialogue which can easily erupts into
negative conflict (Sitha 2014). Odewale and Wisdom (2014) defined conflict prone society
as any society that is vulnerable or susceptible to violent conflict. These definitions all point
out to a number of characteristics that if present in any given society has the tendencies to
breed violent conflict.

1.6

Conceptual Model

Conflict prevention is a complex phenomenon with a number of interconnected and related
components. Therefore to understand this complexity, a research model in conjunction with
the FSSD was designed by the research team as an aid to identify those components and sieve
information through them. This helped us to structure the research methods, categorized the
collected raw data and analyzing the research findings. According to ECPF (2008), conflict
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prevention comprises of two elements: Operational prevention and Structural prevention.
During the exploratory interview, we identified the various components of conflict
prevention which could be placed under one of these sub-divisions and hence were able to
identify where SSD appears as the most appropriate approach to conflict prevention.

Figure 5: Conceptual model of conflict prevention
Modified from ECPF 2008
Operational Prevention: These include early warning, conciliation, mediation, preventive
disarmament and preventive deployment through iterative means like good office and
standby force. Operational prevention is explicitly directed toward such imminent crises and
includes measures such as fact-finding and monitoring missions, negotiation, mediation, the
creation of channels for dialogue among contending groups, preventive deployments, and
confidence-building measures (Ackermann 2000; Lund and Mehler 1999).
Structural Prevention: As shown in Figure 3 (Conflict Cycle Diagram), structural
prevention is more long term in nature and incorporates measures that facilitate governance,
adherence to human rights, and economic, political, and societal stability, as well as civil
society building (Annan 1999; Woodhouse 1999; Ackermann 2003). It is often elaborated
under peace-building initiatives and comprises of political, institutional (governance) and
developmental reforms, capacity enhancement and advocacy on the culture of peace (ECPF
2008). However, the relationship between the two types of prevention remains ‘complicated’
since it is not always necessarily one of time sequencing but also one by which operational
prevention may run parallel to structural prevention. Strategic Sustainable Development is
particularly relevant to structural prevention and it is employed in this study as a strategic
approach.

1.7

Current Reality

The current approach to conflict prevention appears to be weak in the global transition to
sustainability. The authors never came across anywhere in the literature where sustainability
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was central to any of the available conflict prevention frameworks. A review of more than 75
evaluations in conflict prevention and peacebuilding field pointed to an overemphasis on
financial management issues and a lack of lesson learnt (FAFO 2006) cited in (OECD 2008).
Some existing conflict prevention frameworks (e.g. ECPF, USAID, DFID and World Bank)
though have made significant effort at conflict prevention, yet appear to focus on specific
areas rather than taking a holistic approach at conflict prevention. For instance, USAID
framework provides the greatest detail about the theoretical analysis of causes of conflict,
while World Bank provides the greatest detail about how to use their framework for analysis.
The DFID framework is less detailed and is designed to be flexible, yet it also provides a fair
amount of examples to help the analyst carry out conflict analysis using the framework. All
the frameworks were designed with the goal of using conflict analysis to promote peacebuilding (an aspect of operational prevention) programs and to assess how conflict affects
programming of the agencies and vice versa (Centre for international Development and
Conflict Management) (CIDCM 2014). This makes the outcomes of conflict prevention
neither satisfactory nor lasting as most of the actions are taken in the face of imminent
conflict. Most often, these actions fail to address the root causes of conflict. The implication
of this among others is that sustainability occupies little or no place of importance in an
attempt to prevent escalation of conflict.
There is also an increasing evidence of the dependence of social sustainability on ecological
sustainability and vice versa (Robèrt et al. 2004), such that the declining state of the
ecosystem to provide basic services and resources will directly affect people and the
relationship between them. The net effect of this is that it increases the number of potential
conflicts that may erupt due to the failure of the social and economic system to provide
safety, health in addition to hunger and uneven allocation of resources. On the other hand,
when people capacity to meet their needs are undermined by existing structures, a vicious
cycle develops in such a way that ecological threats lead to social unrest, which in turn
increase ecological threats (Robèrt et al. 2004). Therefore, incorporating Strategic
Sustainable Development at the structural level of conflict prevention may influence new
perspectives that have the capacity to provide long time solution to escalation of conflicts
around the world.

1.8

Research Questions

The primary research question underpinning this thesis is:
“How can the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) be used to
identify the risk factors and mitigate the escalation of conflict into violence in conflictprone societies?
This is supported by three other secondary research questions namely:
x
x
x

What are the structural level risk factors of conflict?
What are the necessary measures that can be taken to mitigate the escalation of
conflict from Strategic Sustainable Development perspective?
What evidence is available that structural factors are the root causes of conflict?
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1.9

Research Objectives

Though this thesis seeks answers to broad questions, the study intends to achieve three main
objectives.
x
x
x

To identify the link between Strategic Sustainable Development and structural
conflict prevention
To identify the likely risk factors of the emergence of violent conflict
To propose necessary measures from the perspective of the FSSD that can be taken to
mitigate the structural causes of conflicts

1.10

Purpose and Scope

The purpose: This thesis examines and establishes how the Framework for Strategic
Sustainable Development (FSSD) could be used as an approach for conflict prevention in
conflict-prone societies. This was done by analyzing the likely indicators of the emergence
of conflict, the actions that could be taken to mitigate the outbreak of violence as well as how
the effectiveness of the measures could be enhanced.
The scope: This study focus mainly on structural conflict prevention in conflict-prone
societies. The emphasis is on mitigating the escalation of conflict. Hence, it is not the purpose
of this thesis to study conflict resolution.

Figure 6: The scope in a nested cycles
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2

Methodology

Overview
This chapter provides an overview of the research method and design used in this study to
answer the research questions.

2.1

Research Approach

For the purpose of the study, qualitative (exploratory) research was used as it is believed that
it would help the authors gain a better understanding of the complexity of the research
problem, improve the understanding of conflict prevention, Strategic Sustainable
Development, as well as investigate conflict prevention in a new light. In order to ensure a
comprehensive analysis, the authors collected both primary and secondary data during the
research processes. Information came from a combination of literature, real examples,
workers and experts involved in the fields of conflict prevention sustainability and Strategic
Sustainable Development.
The research design was underpinned by Joseph Maxwell (2005) research model. This helps
to provide a systematic research process. The model indicates the relationship between the
research design and the propose structure as well as iterative interplay between our goal,
research questions, methods and validity. It also highlights an interactive approach by
internally linking the various dimensions of the research process. This is shown in Figure 7.



Figure 7: The application of Maxwell’s Interactive Model of Research Design
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By answering the primary research question “How can the Framework for Strategic
Sustainable Development (FSSD) be used to identify the risk factors and mitigate the
escalation of conflict into violence in conflict-prone societies? One may be able to identify
and establish holistic overview of the structural factors (political, social, economic cultural
and environmental) that are embedded in our society and institutions that tend to breed
violent conflict and more precisely the necessary measures that can be taken to mitigate the
escalation of conflict.
Furthermore, to establish a systematic structure, a conceptual model of structural conflict
prevention was developed as an aid to organize code and analyze data. To enhance this
structure and flow throughout the study and to arrive at diverse and rich data, we divided our
methods into five phases. These phases include background research, data collection, data
analysis, interpretation and proposed measures using the FSSD as a lens.

Figure 8: Phases of the study

2.2
2.2.1

Data Collection
Literature Review

Relevant materials were reviewed in the fields of conflict, conflict prevention, peace studies,
basic human needs, sustainability, sustainable development and Strategic Sustainable
Development (SSD). Data was collected and synthesized from academic journals,
international organization reports, books, and websites to determine both the historical
context and current reality of conflict and conflict prevention. We used the following
information searching resources: Google scholars, ebrary®, BTH Library Catalogue and
libris (provided by the National Library of Sweden). During this phase, patterns and
commonalities began to emerge on the root causes of violent conflicts, the existing conflict
prevention models and where the Strategic Sustainable Development appears to fit-in as a
strategic approach to conflict prevention.
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2.2.2

Exploratory Interview

Interviews were conducted with people who work in the field of conflict prevention and
academic scholars with interest in conflict prevention, management and resolution. The
objectives of the interviews was to access up-to-date information, personal experiences and
conflict prevention strategies being currently used in different conflict beyond those that
have been published, as well as discuss and explore ideas reflected in the thesis theory. This
information contributed to the development of the first set of results. All the interviews were
conducted via phone. All verbal interviews were recorded with the permission of the
respondents. The interview process began with the researching of each respondent
beforehand to understand his or her background, the organization where they worked and
possible expectations they may have; this helped contextualize the interaction and ensure
effective interviews. Each of the interview sessions lasted for about one hour and all group
members were present at the time of the call. There was one interviewer while the other two
members took the notes at a time. Thereafter, the recorded responses were transcribed. The
interview participants consisted of three persons (two academia and one conflict prevention
professional). Two of the participants indicated to be anonymous and to ensure uniformity;
we keep the third person identity anonymous as well.
2.2.3

Structured interview

In this phase, conflict and crisis management experts as well as sustainability experts were
targeted to address the specific areas of conflict prevention namely the various structural
factors that breed conflict in the society: (political, economic, cultural, social, religious and
ethnic). Similarly to the description above, the initial interview process began with the
researching of each respondent beforehand to understand his or her background, the
organization where they worked and possible expectations they may have; this helped
contextualize the interaction and ensure effective interviews. Each of the interview sessions
lasted for about one hour and all group members were present at the time of the call. There
was one interviewer while the other two members took the notes at a time. Thereafter, the
recorded responses were transcribed. The interview participants consisted of twelve persons
comprising of four academia and eight conflict prevention, management and resolution
practitioners. For details of the sample of the interview questions and full list of interview
participants please see appendices A and C.
We identified the interviewees through the literature review process and they were selected
as a result of a filter that considers potential contribution to the aspects identified by
conceptual model, the relevance as well as the availability of the participants. The importance
of this is that, it helps to provide uniformity in the data collected and allowed for direct
comparisons.
2.2.4

Surveys

The survey which consisted of open and close- ended questions were designed specifically
for conflict prevention. It incorporated the feedback from the previous research processes:
exploratory and structured interviews. The survey questions which were organized into
different sections including the various structural factors of conflict were formulated with the
confirmation of the thesis primary supervisor. A total of 220 online surveys were sent via
surveymonkey to conflict and crisis management practitioners, academia, or indirectly
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through professional contacts and their networks. Reminder emails were sent to all contacts
after the first week to increase the response rate. Out of 220 surveys that were distributed
electronically via survey monkey, the authors received 14 anonymous responses. These
responses consisted mainly of academic scholars whose research interests are in the field of
conflict prevention, peace-building, crisis management and conflict resolution. The selection
of the survey participants was based on relevance and accessibility. Relevance here means
individual whose academics or professional interests’ lies in conflict prevention, crisis
management and conflict resolution while accessibility implies those scholars and individual
that the authors could access their email addresses via their websites. For details of the
sample of the survey questionnaire and the results, please see appendices B and F.

2.3

Data Analysis

The collected data were organized and coded through the lens of the conceptual model as
depicted in Figure 5 in conjunction with the FSSD. It helped determine which question(s)
from the surveys and interviews address which category. Specifically this phase deals with
organizing and analyzing the research findings from the literature, the interviews and the
surveys as well as identifying the links regarding the ways SSD could assist in conflict
prevention. This is an essential part of the thesis as it shows what is common to both fields
and how each can complement the other and help to fill various gaps. The entire data analysis
processes is discussed below, beginning with editing of the transcribed interviews through to
data integration.
Editing: The researcher’s purpose with editing was to ensure the quality of the data. It began
with the inspection of all the data collected during the interviews and it was necessary to
avoid the risk of conflicting or discrepant information (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2010). This
was done by going through the interviews transcripts and where there were relevant points
that need clarification, the recorded tapes were played again.
Data Reduction: This involves selecting, focusing, simplifying as well as transformation of
data collected from the structured interviews (Ghauri and Gronhaug 2010). The authors
thoroughly revised the transcribed interviews and relevant information were selected and
extracted based on whether it answered any of the secondary research questions within the
primary research focus. The authors mainly focused on identifying the risk factors of conflict
escalation, the measures that can be taken to mitigate them as well as those that help assess
the current reality of conflict prevention. This data reduction process includes categorization,
coding and data integration (Ghauri and Gronhaug 2010).
Categorization and coding: This phase of the data analysis represent the classification
process that form a very important part of the data reduction process. Using the conceptual
model and the FSSD, the authors identified some categories in which the responses could be
placed. First the responses were organize into categories of risk factors, measures and the
more specific responses informed by the FSSD and then placed under the corresponding
structural category according to the conceptual model. The authors applied colour coding by
coding the structural risk factors of conflict escalation in red, the measures to mitigate these
factors in deep sky blue and then the FSSD informed response in yellow. This is illustrated in
figure 9 as shown below. The data was later assembled and displayed in a template coding
sheet.
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Question #1: In your word how do you define conflict prevention?
Anticipation of conflict and treatment of the root causes of conflict. You can't really
prevent all conflict; you can prevent its escalation into violence and other destructive
tactics. In this respect "conflict prevention" is also the channelling of conflict into
appropriate mechanisms (e.g., dialogue, negotiation, mediation, litigation, law
enforcement, and normal politics) so that it is managed or resolved without resort to
destructive mechanisms.
Question #8: In your word, what are the risk factors of violent conflict?
Risk factors are structural (intangible) in nature and they include poor governance,
poverty, access to weapons, election rigging, political exploitation and other fragilities
factors.
Question #13: In your word what measure can you take to prevent conflict if you find
out that the root causes are deeply rooted structural factors?
With regards to the political exploitation of e.g. ethnic and cultural identify differences, I
would say an important strategy here is to address political elites by involving them in
regional or international systems of preventive networks, such as e.g. the OSCE High
Commissioner for National Minorities Rights, and in this way also addressing majority
and minority groups and the dynamics between these within countries. Such networks may
offer communication channels at multiple levels of society, starting with the elites, which
in turn may both prove useful for both short and long term conflict prevention
Figure 9: Data colour coding
Researchers Triangulation: To ensure triangulation and reduce bias in interpreting and
categorizing the data, the three researchers coded the data from the interviews independently.
This resulted in three coded data matrices with each presenting the discovered risk factors,
measures and the definitions of some of the key terms (sustainability, success, conflict
prevention) informed by the use of the FSSD.
Data Integration: The three matrices were merged into one joint matrix that represents the
synthesis of the findings by the three researchers through discussion, comparison and
knowledge integration. The important of this joint matrix is that it enables the authors to
organize and combined the identified risk factors, measures and the definitions of some of the
key terms into emerging themes according to the conceptual model.

2.4

The Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development (FSSD)

The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) was used in conjunction with
the author’s conceptual model to gain an understanding of the current reality of conflict
prevention as well as the sustainability challenges. The authors began by integrating some
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of its key core concepts (system thinking, backcasting from a common vision of success,
sustainability challenges among others) with the conceptual model to understand the
complexity of the research problem and to study the phenomenon in a new light. Throughout
the discussion, the FSSD was used as a lens to draw the link between Strategic Sustainable
Development and conflict prevention and how the integration of SSD could make conflict
prevention framework more strategic. This helps provide structure and direction to the entire
research outcomes. In particular, the generic five level frameworks (Robèrt et al. 2010) was
used to link the field of Strategic Sustainable Development and conflict prevention in a
structured way in order to better understand and communicate the links more effectively. In
this context, the authors view conflict prevention as a system within a sustainable society in
the biosphere.
The use of the FSSD enables the authors to identify the most appropriate entry point of
Strategic Sustainable Development into conflict prevention. It also enables the authors to
provide answers to a number of questions in the existing literature on sustainable
development and of course conflict prevention. Example of such questions includes: what
needed to be sustained? The FSSD provides answer to this by emphasizing the need for a
robust eco-system and a robust social system as both a necessary and sufficient condition for
long term conflict prevention. The use of FSSD further helps uncovered sustainability issues
(social and ecological or either) as causes of conflict escalation around the world as well as
informed measures that are more proactive and long term.

2.5

The Case Studies

The authors conducted three case studies (The Nigerian Niger Delta, The Cambodia
land/forest conflict and the Rwanda genocides) in the attempt to answer the third secondary
research question. The case approach strengthens the validity of the thesis. In selecting a case
study, cases have to provide the access required by the study as well as offer a diverse
organizational mix and provide both a wealth of practices or specific practices (Yin 1993).
Yin stressed that the choice of case design depends not only on the type of question that
the research is asking but also on the degree of control that can be exercised over the case,
and the focus on current or prior phenomena. Thus, since the focus of the phenomenon under
study was on conflict prone-societies (majority of which are developing countries), the
authors choose these cases to understand the phenomenon of conflict prevention in a new
light. Besides, Academic scholars have shown that multiple cases offer a robust framework
for data collection (Remenyi et al, 1998), and are a source of explanatory data to feed
subsequent generalizations about the how and why of the network explored. These multiple
cases are included to increase the explanatory power and generalizability of the data
collection process (Miles & Huberman).
The cases were analyzed with the aid of the conceptual model in conjunction with the FSSD
to examine the roles played by structural factors in conflict escalation. Using the conceptual
model, the authors examined the risk factors of these conflicts (the neglect of which led to
those conflicts) under the four main headings: political, economic, social and environmental
factors. Thereafter, these risk factors were investigated with the aid of the sustainability
principles to ascertain how sustainability issues contributed to those conflicts. The findings
provide further validation of the author’s conceptual model of conflict prevention.
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2.6

Validity and Reliability

The first step we took in ensuring the validity of this study was the design of our research
process iteratively which gave us the opportunity to access our assumptions and approach
through debrief process at every phase of the research design. At each of the phase, each
researcher added his perspective with the other researcher reviewing to ensure accuracy. All
the interviews responses were recorded with the permission of the interviewees while the
other two researchers took notes which we later compared with the recorded response for
accuracy. The surveys questions were reviewed from several informed sources. The survey
were distributed to a number of professionals and the structured interview was conducted
with different practitioners
including conflict and crisis prevention practitioners,
sustainability experts as well FSSD practitioners and academia familiar with conflict
management.
The research data were collected from different sources: literature, surveys, and structured
interviews. The findings from these different sources were subjected to structural
corroboration. Structural corroboration is where the researcher relates multiple types of data
to support or contradict the interpretation (Eisner 1991). In other words, the findings were
triangulated and this in addition to the fact that it helps to determine the validity of the study
it also helps to harmonize complementary sources of data. Triangulation is defined as the
combination of different methodologies in the study of the same phenomenon (Ghauri and
Grönhaug 2010). Triangulation helps to improve the accuracy of judgments and thereby
results and could be achieved either by collecting data through different methods or by
collecting different kind of data on the subject matter of the study. This is particularly
important where correctness and precision is the focus.

2.7

Methodological Limitation

It is imperative to state here that a number of limitations were evident in the research method.
These include lack of responses to the survey on time or at all and the inability of some of the
potential interviewees to keep to the appointment. A number of mails were sent out soliciting
for interviews appointment and follow-up calls were placed across to the
individuals/organizations but only very few persons obliged and managed to book
appointment while quite a handful of the mails were not responded to. Among those that
managed to book appointment with the authors, some could not pick their calls at the
appointed time. Thus, the number of potential respondents remained limited due to a lack of
access and restricted study timeframe. Another limitation was that the quality of the answers
was dependent on the questions. In this case, wrong questions have the potentials to
compromise the validity of the findings.
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3

Results

In this chapter, the authors present the research findings. The conceptual model (Figure 5) of
conflict prevention presented earlier in conjunction with the FSSD was used as a guide to
extract relevant words, themes and phrases from the collected data. The authors identified
patterns and trends that set the stage for data analysis, discussion and recommendations.
These findings were structured under the three secondary research questions. Within each of
this research question, the authors categorized the findings into themes that help to answer
the related secondary research question. In particular, the FSSD was used to understand the
current reality of conflict prevention and this provide the bases for formulation of discussion
and ultimately help to answer the primary research question.
Table 1: An overview of the Secondary Research question and the Themes
Secondary Research Questions
What are structural level risk
factors of violent conflict?

Themes
x

x
x
x
x

Definition of conflict prevention by the sample
group
Success as defined by the sample group
The meaning of Sustainability to the Sample
group
The relationship between conflict prevention
and sustainability
Structural factors as identified by the sample
group
Economic
Political
Environment
Social

x
x
x
x

Economic
Social
Political
Environmental

x
x
x
x

Economic
Social
Political
Environmental

x
x
x
x

What are the necessary actions
that can be taken to mitigate
the outbreak of violent
conflict?
What evidences are available
to show that structural factors
are the root causes of conflict?
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3.1

Secondary Research Question #1
What are the structural level risk factors of conflict?

3.1.1

“Conflict Prevention” defined by the experts

In an attempt to answer the research question one, there was a need to understand how the
experts in the field of conflict prevention and sustainability define conflict prevention.
According to some of the experts, conflict prevention is anything that can be done to mitigate
conflict from getting into negative phase or reduce the likelihood of costly conflict (Nwachan
2014; Magnus 2014; Wisdom 2014; Sitha 2014; Odewale 2014; Khet 2014; Va 2014;
Sotheavy 2014; Sany 2014). Other defines conflict prevention as the prevention of large scale
violent (Florian 2014). All the respondents reiterated that conflict is not a bad phenomenon
but the problem is how conflict is managed. They pointed out that conflict if properly
managed can lead to positive transformation. An interesting consensus among all the
respondents is that conflict prevention should be done at the early stage and should be
targeted at the root causes when the risk factors are identified given that it is cheaper to
prevent conflict than to resolve conflict. Another consensus was that addressing the
immediate causes of conflict has a low probability of a long term solution to violent conflict.
This is in alignment with our conceptual model of conflict prevention.
3.1.2

“Success” defined by the experts

To gain an understanding of what success meant to the experts, they were asked what
constitutes long term success for conflict prevention. The respondents gave different
explanations to this question. While some of the respondents refer to success as reduction of
conflict, absence of conflict or achievement of peace by engagement (Magnus 2014; Wisdom
2014; Sara 2014; Khet 2014), other simply pointed out that it is hard to measure (Florian
2014; Sara 2014). Four of the respondents (Nwachan 2014; Odewale 2014; Sany 2014; Sitha
2014), define success for conflict prevention as involving all stakeholders through dialogue,
negotiations including civil society, confidence building, addressing the root causes of
conflict and resolving disputes through acceptable means. However, one of the respondents
(Magnus 2014) differentiates between positive prevention and negative prevention by
pointing out that stamping out opposition or round-up the potential leader(s) of opposition
can also be a form of conflict prevention.
3.1.3

“Sustainability” defined by the experts

When asked what sustainability meant to the experts, various definitions were given.
Nwachan (2014) defines “sustainability” as anything that can be done that can have a lasting
impact in the long run. With regard to conflict prevention he describes sustainability as any
measures that can be taken such that it can have a positive impact. Magnus (2014) describes
“sustainability” as a system in a self-sustaining equilibrium (state of balance) being it a
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social, biological or environmental. Florian (2014) defines it as “the use of resources in a
manner that it can regrow”. Yet, Odewale (2014); Sotheavy (2014); Sany (2014); Wisdom
(2014) define sustainability as a process meant to achieve an objective and see that is
continues for a long time or as activities that you do in order to keep the peace that you enjoy
stable. These different definitions see sustainability from two different perspectives: As
longtime measures and as an equilibrium state of the system. Three of the experts pointed
that while there is a direct relationship between conflict prevention and social sustainability,
the relationship between conflict prevention and environmental sustainability is fuzzy
(Magnus 2014; Florian 2014; Nwachan 2014). However, Florian stressed that environmental
issue can act as a multiplier to the emergence of violent conflict. In contrast, other experts
(Odewale 2014; Wisdom 2014; Khet 2014; Sitha 2014) agreed that there is a direct link
between conflict prevention, social and environmental sustainability since peace is an
antecedent for sustainable development. Khet specifically stressed that conflict prevention is
interrelated to socio-ecological sustainability. He pointed out that effective management of
resources in a sustainable way is a kind of measure to prevent conflict. Misuse of ecological
resources to benefit one particular group is unjust, un-equal and that can critically harm
social system.
3.1.4

“Risk factors” Identified by the experts

Using the conceptual model of the structural factors of conflict prevention, the authors
extracted and grouped the various structural risk factors- factors that tend to increase the
probability of the outbreak of violent- mentioned by the experts under four headings:
political, economic, social and environmental. When asked what constitute the risk factors
of violent conflict, the experts reiterated that the existence of structural risk factors in the
society do not cause conflict by themselves but certain proximate or immediate factors act as
triggers.
Economic factors: The most frequent economic risk factors identified by all the experts
include: income inequality and poverty (Extreme economic deprivation). Although no
question was asked directly about the role played by income inequality and poverty in
generating conflict, these aspects manifested in all of the three methods including the casestudies on some previous conflicts. Others causes identified include rent dependence,
economic illiberalism (closed economy), and highly regulated economic, uneven allocation
of natural resources revenue as well as exploitation from foreign investors (Magnus 2014;
Florian 2014; Wisdom 2014). Yet some of the experts mentioned the risk factors of violent
conflict from economic perspectives to include sudden change in prices of staple food, food
insecurity, high cost of living and cease in foreign aids. However, what is not clear is that
while some of the experts see these as risk factors, others view the same factors as triggers.
Political factors: With regards to the political risk factors that tend to breed conflict; the
experts highlighted the issues of administrative bureaucracy, political corruption, nepotism,
government inefficiency, unaccounted government, biased laws, lack of rule of law, history
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of violence and poor leadership. Four of the experts mentioned factors like statehood
formation, absence of democratic government, political marginalization, autocratic
government and external influence (Magnus 2014; Wisdom 2014; Florian 2014; Sany 2014).
In regard to statehood formation, one of the expert commented that joining multi-ethnic
nationalities and different religious groups together do not by themselves constitute an issue
with political consequences. What constitutes an issue is the process of social change that
elevates the interest of the different ethnic groups to the political realm. This elevation
promotes competitive communalism, where each ethnic group competes to maximize the
benefits it can derive from the state. As competitive communalism flourishes, the state
gradually disappears with winners and losers emerging and reinforcement of a sense of
identity. Other experts added factors such as rigging of election results, marginalization of a
particular ethnic group, disfranchising of eligible voters, repression, simply as political
triggers of violent conflict rather than as risk factors.
Social factors: All the experts agreed that unmet human needs are at the very root of violent
conflict and constitute the greatest risk factor of violent conflict. Two of the experts
mentioned polarized identities (tribal sentiment) as one the social risk factor that can breed
conflict (Magnus 2014; Florian 2014). One mentioned unequal opportunities and large
population (Magnus 2014) while another one talked about weak social services (Wisdom
2014) or weak state institutions (Florian 2014). Other social factors mentioned by some of
the experts (Va 2014; Odewale 2014; Wisdom 2014; Sitha 2014; Sany 2014) include racism,
different belief/faith (religious conflict) social injustice, chieftaincy issues, demographic
factors and civil war in neighboring countries, few organized activities in community for
youths (youth unemployment). Interestingly only one the expert (Nwachan 2014) identified
lack of trust as a social risk factor. According to them, the emergence of the above poses
severe threat to the stability and tranquility of human society and biosphere.
Environmental factors: Although some of the experts (Magnus 2014; Wisdom 2014; Sara
2014) pointed out that environmental issues do not by themselves cause conflict, those who
believe that there is a strong relationship between conflict prevention and socio-ecological
sustainability highlighted that land issues and neglect of host communities has high
probability of causing conflicts over time and therefore constitute a risk factor of violent
conflict (Wisdom 2014; Florian 2014; Khet 2014). However, Florian’s view is more of that
of a multiplier rather than that of a structural cause of conflict. Other environmental risk
factors include pollution, poor land reforms.
The fishbone diagram below illustrates the summary of some of the risk factors contributing
to the escalation of conflict.
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Figure 10: Summary of the structural risk factors of violent conflict

3.2

Secondary Research question #2

What are the necessary measures that can be taken to mitigate the escalation
of conflict from Strategic Sustainable Development perspective?
This section describes necessary measures that can be taken from a SSD perspective that can
help mitigate the outbreak of violent conflict. Again the responses from the experts were
grouped under the sub heading of the author’s conceptual model: political, economic, social
and environmental. However, the authors could not get the view of any sustainability
practitioners in the field of conflict prevention, the experts as referred here consisted of the
academic scholars and conflict prevention specialists who have shown an understanding of
the concept of the term “sustainability”. To ascertain what sustainability meant to the
interviewees, they were asked to express their understanding of the concept. Various
definitions were given as represented in the earlier section when answering the research
question one. Two main patterns emerge from all the definitions: They see sustainability as
longtime measures and as an equilibrium state of a system.
Political measures: The major themes that emerge from all the experts include the need to
address the root causes of the political risk factors that lead to escalation of conflict through
political reforms, good governance, transparency, accountability and promotion of human
rights, democratic processes and rule of law. They stated that if these structural factors are
left unaddressed, there is no way that any meaningful progress can be made towards conflict
prevention. Two of the experts emphasized that the most strategic approach politically to
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ensure long term prevention of conflict is the directing of sustainable effort at changing the
dialogue, building trust and good leadership in the society (Sany 2014; Nwachan 2014). They
also stressed that policy review should be in such a way that people should be able to hold
their government or their leaders accountable. Another expert (Sara 2014) is of the view that
political will and commitments of all actors as well as national rebuilding are necessities for
long term conflict prevention. Magnus (2014) highlighted the need for less political
corruption and less dependence on aid.
Economic measures: An economic measure that was mentioned by most of the experts is the
reduction of poverty and empowerment of individuals. This was based on their assertions that
high level of poverty in societies has a direct relationship with violent conflict. One of the
experts (Magnus 2014) mentioned open economies, trade and development aid and
generation of economic growth. He pointed out that open economies will enable nations to
depend on the productive labour of the citizens which would in turn lead to demand for more
political influence, more democratic processes and less political corruption. He also stressed
that economic emancipation increases the cost of violence and thus, acts as deterrent.
Social measures: All the experts agreed that efforts directed at meeting human basic needs
(food, clothing, shelter, security, protection, identity, etc.) has a higher probability of
reducing conflicts to the barest minimum. Reduction of youth unemployment, social
inequality (inequality of opportunities) and emancipation of women were mentioned by one
the experts (Magnus 2014). According to him, reducing youth unemployment reduces the
vulnerability of youths to be used by politicians for their greedy interests and also make it
relatively difficult to recruit soldiers as youths could have alternative means of survival. He
stressed that emancipation of women will lead to overall reduction in poverty, more peaceful
societies and minimize conflicts. He cited that countries with high level of emancipation of
women (e.g. Europe) are less conflict prone. Kuliyak (2014); Sany (2014); Sitha (2014)
highlighted the need for personal transformation, creating a platform for dialogue and
working with the conflicting groups (stakeholder’s involvement) as some of the social
measures that can be taken to prevent conflict from long term perspectives. Khet (2014)
mentioned culture of openness, understanding the dynamic of conflict, contextualization of
solutions, quality human resources and dialogues between parties that are in conflict. He
reiterated that this can lead to mutual understanding and trust. Va (2014); Wisdom (2014),
Florian (2014); Sotheavy (2014); Magnus (2014); Sany (2014) emphasized the need for
education. These six experts pointed out that early education is important as a good starting
point for structural conflict prevention. Education changes the mind sets of individuals and
societies as a whole to accept the differences and to respect others.
Environmental measures: One striking pattern that emerges from all the experts was that,
none of them mention any specific measures that can be taken to mitigate the outbreak of
violent conflict emanating from environmental issues. Perhaps, it could be as a result of the
earlier assertions by some of the experts (Magnus 2014; Florian 2014; Nwachan 2014) that
environmental issues do not in themselves cause conflict. However, even those experts
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(Odewale 2014; Wisdom 2014; Khet 2014; Sitha 2014; Sany 2014) that have agreed earlier
on the existence of direct relationship between conflict prevention and socio-economic
sustainability failed to offer any measures that could address violent conflict arising from
environmental issues. Yet one of them (Sitha 2014) believed that sustainable management of
natural resources will have a positive effect on the conflict prevention.

Figure 11: Summary of the measures that can be taken to mitigate the escalation of conflict
from Strategic Sustainable Development perspective

3.3

Secondary Research Question #3

What evidence is available that structural factors are the root causes of
conflict?
To answer this question, the authors conducted three case studies: The Nigeria Niger-Delta
crisis, The Rwanda Genocide and Cambodia Land/Forest conflict. One of the case studies is
presented in the text (The Nigerian-Niger Delta) while the Cambodia Land/Forest Conflict
and Rwanda Genocide are included in the appendices. For details of these case studies, please
see Appendix D.
3.3.1

Case Studies

3.3.1..1 The Nigerian-Niger Delta
The Niger Delta is located in the Atlantic coast of Southern Nigeria bordering Cameroon and
gulf of Guinea. It is the world’s second largest delta with a coastline of about 450km which
ends at Imo river entrance (Awosika 1995; Adati 2012) it is a Wetland of about 70000 sq. km
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and the third largest wetland in the World (Aderoju 2007). The area consists of many ethnic
groups. Current oil exploration and production activities in Nigeria are carried out in the
Niger Delta. As at early 2012, it was estimated that 38 billion barrels of crude oil still reside
under the delta (Isumonah 2013).
Current Situation in the Niger Delta
The Niger Delta has moved from a relatively peaceful region in the 1960s to an outright
unstable region with dogged violence since the 1990s. It has been shown that, if the
communities in the Niger Delta are not in conflict with the oil multinationals over land rights
or compensation for environmental damage, they are in dispute with the government over
access to oil wealth and resource control, or they are locked in conflict with one another over
claims to ownership of areas where oil facilities and accompanying benefits are sited
(Uwafiokun and Uwem 2007).
The conflict in the Niger Delta has been attributed to a number of factors – often the subject
of various interpretations. While some scholars credited the conflict to marginalization of the
region and frustration among local communities (Dessel 1995; Ifeka 2001; kelegbe 2005),
others believed it is the agitation for more oil revenue (Ross 2003; Omeje 2004). Yet, others
have explained the situation within the broad context of oil extraction and the resultant
environmental degradation (Naanen 1995; Onduku, 2001). It can be argued that, the conflict
emerged from the pre-existing political, economic and social dynamic as well as deep rooted
historical discontent with governance in Nigeria.
Causes of the Nigerian- Niger Delta Conflict
Political factors: The Niger Delta conflict is linked to the interplay of ethnicity, statehood
formation, corruption and the contradiction inherent in ‘black gold’ (Uwafiokun and Uwem
2006). The origin of this problem could be traced to the formation of the Nigerian state with
the amalgamation of the southern and northern regions in 1914. This led the process of social
change that elevates the interest of the different ethnic groups to the political realm
(Babangida 2002). This elevation promotes competitive communalism, where each ethnic
group competes to maximize the benefits it can derive from the Nigerian state. As
competitive communalism flourishes, the state gradually disappears with winners and losers
emerging and reinforcement of a sense of identity (i.e. majority-minority), with conflict as
the likely outcome (Uwafiokun and Uwem 2006). The people of the Niger Delta by virtue of
their population became a minority to the two dominant tribes (Ibo and Yoruba) since the
pre-independence days. And since regional politics was basically defined in terms of
ethnicity, competitive communalism flourished, with the consequence that the Niger Delta
minority ethnic groups suffered neglect under the rule of the two major ethnic groups. They
lacked access to basic socio-economic and developmental infrastructure. It can therefore be
argued that since the pre-independence era until today, the Niger Delta never had a grasp of
their destiny. The inability of the people to influence the course of their destiny as a result of
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lack of political influence meant backwardness, poverty, illiteracy, and more recently, social
instability.
More so, as oil rent flowed directly to the state treasuries, those who controlled state power
and occupied strategic positions not only used their office as an instrument to control oil, but
also as a means of amassing wealth (Obi 2001). Issues of corruption, competitive
communalism, and, government failure to deliver developmental benefit in the face of
perceived political and economic marginalization created a sense of bitterness within the
region. Unfortunately, this agitation is seen by the government in power as a threat to
nationalism and hence must not be tolerated (Omeje 2004).
Furthermore, the predominant of military rule where democratic instruments, including those
of conflict management and conflict resolution are more or less suspended under the military
rule create no room for state-society dialogue. Thus, with growing bitterness, frustration and
a widespread sense of powerlessness, public protest became a viable means for the people of
the Niger Delta to vent their grievances. Unfortunately, such expressions of grievances were
not only deteriorating the legitimacy crisis of the military government, but also became a
threat to their personal wealth accumulation schemes (Uwafiokun and Uwem 2006).
Therefore, the state continually used the armed forces to quench out opposition that
effectively ensured the militarization of the Niger Delta region and fuelled the breakdown of
state society-relationship.
Economic factors: According to Uwafiokun and Uwem (2006), this can be link to politicaleconomic and the economic-environment. The political-economic link to the conflict in
principle rests squarely on oil revenue allocation, which directly heightened the sense of
relative deprivation among the people of the Niger Delta. In this regard some scholars (Obi
1999; Ibeanu 2000) affirmed that the bulk of the oil revenues generated from the region
should be returned back to the region on the basis of fairness, compensation and selfdetermination since these are at the heart of the Niger Delta struggle.
Before the discovery of oil in large quantity in Nigeria, each of the region producing many of
the cash crops (groundnut and skins in the North, palm oil in the East and cocoa, coffee and
timber in the West) were given 50 percent of the proceeds based on derivation formula. This
derivation principle was responsible for the rapid development of these regions (African
Network for Environment and Economic Justice (ANEEJ 2004). However, as Nigeria
gradually attained its rentier status, the principle of derivation was gradually abandoned. For
example, by the late 1960s, population, need and equity principles were invoked; in the
1980s social development and internal revenue were included, and by the 1990s, the
weighting criteria fully metamorphosed into population (30 per cent), equity (40 per cent),
and land area (1 percent). The rejection of the principle of derivation meant that the five
southern oil producing states that accounted for 90 per cent of oil revenue received 19.3 per
cent of allocated revenue, and the five northern non-oil producing states conversely received
26 per cent of the allocated federal revenue (Ikporukpo 1996). Despite its vast oil resources,
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the Niger Delta region still remains poor, with its GNP per capita and educational levels
below national average, and 70 per cent of its people living below the poverty line (NDDC
2004). The successive revision of the principle of derivation from a whopping 50 per cent to
20 per cent, 0 per cent, 2 per cent, 1.5 per cent and 13 per cent in 1975, 1979, 1982, 1984,
1992 and 2001, respectively, thus remain the biggest single economic blow dealt the people
of the Niger Delta (Uwafiokun and Uwem 2006).
Another important point emanating from the rentier status of the Nigerian state arises from its
inability to perform its fundamental role of mediating conflicting and competing interest
among the various strata of society as an unbiased umpire. This is not unexpected given that
revenue sharing and allocation are sensitive issues in Nigeria politically. This is further
worsened by the lack of consensus on the criteria of distribution, the absence of reliable
socio-economic data, the rapid rate of constitutional and political change, and the extent to
which revenue distribution is tied to perceptions of regional ethnic dominance. The above
view is supported by the fact that for over 40 years, oil wealth has brought nothing to the
people of Niger Delta, except ecological catastrophe, social deprivation, political
marginalization, and a greedy company capitalism in which unaccountable foreign oil
companies are seen to be granted a sort of state sovereignity (Watts 1998).
On the other hand, Uwafiokun and Uwem, stressed that the economic-environmental nexus to
the conflict relates to the role of poverty, the geography of oil and the economic impact of
environmental degradation on host communities. The location of oil in the region of the
ethnic minority gave the people leverage provided by ‘economic power’ to adopt an oilowning identity and claim special rights (Obi 2001). Hence, ‘oil’ minority rights reversed the
perceived political and economic insignificance of the Niger Delta people by increasing the
bargaining power of the people vis-à-vis the state. This sense of ownership of oil held
together the people’s resolve and provided the drive for the people to demand political
inclusion and for the state to meets its responsibility to them.
Social Factors: Development and increased awareness that oil is a finite resource
(Uwafiokun and Uwem 2006). And the increase number of educated people of the Niger
Delta has led them to gain the awareness of the sense of deprivation relative to other regions.
The Niger Delta awareness that they are living in worse conditions compared to other major
ethnic groups partially due to oil exploration in their region has create frustration, deprivation
and a feeling of rejection that are expressed through violence.
According to Uwafiokun and Uwem the Niger people realization that oil exploration is not
forever as observed in Oloibiri a town which was once a major hub of oil production now
neglected. The Niger Delta people want to take their future into their hands by making
confrontation with the Nigerian state and the oil companies to demand for their right.
Unemployment in the Niger Delta is one of the highest in the country (Ibeanu 2002). A large
number of youths wander the streets with a high sense of alienation and powerlessness.
They wait for opportunity to act at the slightest provocation. Unemployment made youth
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activism, militancy and rebelliousness a common occurrence in the Niger Delta. These
jobless youth became a useful tool for political leaders pursuing self-seeking interest.
Joblessness and militancy have made oil pipeline bunkering a professional occupation for
many youths in the region. Proceeds are the used to buy weapons that effectively help them
sustain the militarization of the Niger Delta (Uwafiokun and Uwem 2006).
Environmental Factors: Environmental pollution emanating from oil pollution and gas
flaring have frequently been cited as the most formidable challenge confronting the people
and environmental sustainability in the Niger Delta region. Between 1976 and 1996, there
were a total of 4,835 incidences of oil spill of at least 2,446,322 barrels (102.7 million US
gallons), of which an estimated 77 per cent were lost to the environment (Ojefia 2004). The
environmental issues contribute to conflict because Niger Delta depends on the environment
(farming and fishing) for their livelihood. The overuse of renewable resources, overstrain of
the environment sink capacity, i.e. pollution, and the impoverishment of the space of living
(Libiszewski 1992). Oil spillages in particular have jeopardized the occupation and means of
livelihood of the community members. This tends to increase competition for scarce arable
land among community members.
Besides, oil companies are usually acquiring scarce arable land for the construction of oil
facilities or the laying of pipelines. Such land use often brings with it issues of compensation
claims that most often lead to corporate-community conflict. The issue of environmental
degradation emerges partly as a result of government failure to effectively regulate the oil
industry and its externalities, and the pursuit of self-serving cost cutting policies by the oil
companies.
Another important explanation for the contribution of the environment to the conflict in the
Niger Delta could be from the environment-economic perspective which relate to poverty and
environmental change. In particular, the expansion of the oil industry since the 1970s
indicated that oil companies acquired more lands to build installations, oil production
infrastructures, and lay pipelines on the few arable lands. This reduced the available farmland
for farming and fishing and land seizure by the state for oil companies and oil pollution by
the companies (Kemedi 2003). These environmental problems in Niger Delta became a
useful tool that the elites could use to mobilize the youth and gain grassroots support for their
confrontation with the Nigerian state. Environmental factors thus widen the opportunity
structure for collective violence, and made the prevailing condition unacceptable.
Table. 2. Illustrates the risk factors of Nigerian-Niger Delta Conflict (the negligent of which
is responsible for the current conflict) and how it violates the Sustainability Principles.
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Table 2: Risk factors of the Nigerian Niger-Delta conflict and the violation of sustainability
principles
Risk Factors

x

x

An institutionally uneven revenue allocation system

Meaning

x

Competence

x

Impartiality

Influence

Excessive government reliance on oil revenues

Integrity

Ecological
Principles

Social Principles

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

A flawed property right structure in relation to mineral
resource endowment

x

x

x

x

x

Weak institutional arrangements manifesting in poorlyconceived laws

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Weak political institutional engagements
Lack of effective agencies of restraints to demand
transparency and accountability on the part of political
office holders

Lack of enforcement
Repressive measures against oil communities in cases of
disputes.
Lack of an effective way of assessing damages occasioned
by oil exploration and production activities and directing
compensation to the affected individuals or communities,

x

x
x

x

x

Overuse of non-renewable resources
Overstrain of the environment sink capacity, i.e. pollution,
Impoverishment of the space of living among others
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x
x

4

Discussion

In this chapter, the authors present the interpretation of the results in the previous chapter,
formulation of the discussion as well as the links between SSD and conflict prevention that
will guide in answering our primary research question. To ensure clarity and conciseness,
the authors discussed the results under the three secondary research questions.
4.2

Research Question #1
What are the structural level risk factors of conflict?

In attempt to answer this question, the authors began by analyzing the current reality of
conflict prevention by taking into account the responses of our sample group. The sample
group gave different definitions of conflict prevention. However, there appears to be a
number of consensuses among the experts. They all agreed that conflict is not a bad
phenomenon and therefore the problem is how conflict is managed. They reiterated that
conflict if properly managed, could lead to positive transformation. While some definitions of
conflict prevention focuses on addressing the structures, others were aimed at addressing the
basic human needs. Adding these two perspectives to conflict prevention may change the
dynamics of the conflict prevention strategies. Managing conflict therefore must be targeted
at the root causes when the risk factors are identified. Any attempt to prevent escalation of
conflict based on the immediate causes, will not yield any longer term solutions. This view is
in alignment with our conceptual model as depicted in Figure 7 and thus, validates our
model.
Although success was important to our sample group, they lack a shared definition of what it
meant as well as how to measure success in conflict prevention. While some of the experts
define success as the absence of wars or preventing the outbreak of violent conflict, others
define success as involving all stakeholders through dialogue and negotiations. Yet other
experts simply say it is difficult to measure. We consider this a significant issue. This is
because without a shared definition of success, stakeholders would find it difficult to address
the structural causes of conflict effectively. In addition, people working for the same ends
defining success in different ways implies different outcomes to the same group of people
with the same objectives.
Similarly, sustainability is understood by the experts in two main contexts: long term
measures and system equilibrium. Though this helps to validate the objectives of this study
and of course our conceptual model, a careful examination of the definitions suggests that it
may be too narrow to encompass the two central constructs of sustainability: social and
ecological sustainability.
Firstly, a measure could be long term and yet fail to address a particular social or ecological
challenge. Longer term therefore must be able to address the various sustainability
challenges. Secondly, a particular system may be in equilibrium while the other systems may
be in disequilibrium. Thus, equilibrium must be seen in the context of all systems (in this
case social and ecological). Ensuring that all systems are simultaneously in equilibrium
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requires a system perspective and thus sustainability should be defined in the context of both
the social and ecological system equilibrium. In addition, the experts expressed different
opinions about the relationship between conflict prevention and social and ecological
sustainability. While some pointed out that the relationship between the two is fuzzy others
agreed that there is a direct relationship. These mixed opinions may lead to situations where
an attempt may be made to address one root cause of a conflict while at the same time
creating another problem. Again, in all the literature reviewed, we never came across
anywhere that sustainability was central to the approach aimed at conflict prevention.
A key political risk factor that does not garner much attention from the experts is the issue of
state formation. Only a few experts highlighted this issue and it appears to be a very difficult
and sensitive topic. The formation of state in many of the conflict devastated societies are
characterized by joining two or more ethnic groups with different ideologies, religious and
cultures together. This made some of the nations a mere geographical expression rather than
a state where every individual have a sense of belonging and respect for one another. Though
it was pointed out that the coming together of multi-ethnic groups do not in themselves
constitutes problem, it does contribute to the elevation of different interest in the political
realm which foster competitive communalism and reinforcement of identity and thus conflict.
Not recognizing this single but most important political risk factor of violent conflict
undermines the overall success of conflict prevention. This is particularly true because many
of the conflict around the world are usually between one ethnic or one religious group and the
others. It was identified to be the brain behind other political risk factors like political
corruption, marginalization and autocratic government. Some of the experts identify a direct
relationship between one of the political risk factors –marginalization- and poverty on the
one hand and environmental factors on the other hand. According to them, the outcome of
this link is the prevalence of frustration and sense of powerlessness, increased grievances due
to loss of livelihood, wide spread sense of relative deprivation and ultimately violent conflict.
This indicated that any approach taken to prevent conflict must be holistic to prevent
unintended effects on the environment.
With regards to economic risk factors of violent conflict, poverty and income inequality or
extreme economic deprivation were mentioned frequently by the experts. Although no
specific question was asked about the roles played by income inequality and poverty in
generating violent conflict, it emerged as recurrent themes in all the three methods including
the case studies. This may be an indication that these economic issues form the fundamental
factors underlying violent conflict especially in developing countries where income
inequality and poverty is prevalent. One unexpected theme that emerges was the mentioning
of regulated economies by one of the experts as an economic risk factor for violent conflict.
However, the link between conflict and regulated economies will appear to be a topic of
debate given that many of the countries that have just come out of a conflict or are currently
experiencing one form of violent conflict or the other have open economies.
Another pattern that emerged was the identification of economic risk factors and triggers.
These two themes were used interchangeably by the different experts. For example, some of
the experts identified economic factors such as sudden change in prices of staple food, food
insecurity, high cost of living and cease in foreign aid as risks factors; other simply refers to
them as triggers. This demonstrates the complexity associated with identification of the risk
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factors and prevention of violent conflict. Hence, the FSSD as a tool for dealing with
complexity can shed more light.
The most profound social risk factors of violent conflict mentioned by all the experts is
unmet human needs. They all agreed that if human needs could be met sufficiently; there are
possibilities that violent conflict will be minimized to the barest level if not totally
eliminated. This view was consistent with the existing literature (Burton 1990).The
implication of this among others is that incorporating sustainability into conflict prevention
would have more significant outcomes than otherwise since one of the main construct of
Strategic Sustainable Development is that of meeting human needs. Another important
implication is that it offers policy makers and in particular conflict prevention, resolution and
management specialists a veritable tool for micro level analysis of violent conflict. Meeting
human needs, though not an end in itself has a number of positive effects on other social risk
factors of violent conflict such as weak social services, unemployment, social injustice and of
course the problem of unequal opportunities. This demonstrates why attempts targeted at
meeting human needs should incur greater support especially by government since they
directly helps to tackle many of the other social problems that potentially breed violent
conflict in the society.
The contribution of polarized identities to violent conflict was particularly found to be very
significant. We found that many of the violent conflicts around the globe are usually
underpinned by inter-ethnic or religious struggle. Sometimes, this problem is the result of the
feeling of political marginalization by the minority either over the allocation of resources or
political appointment. This was the case of Nigerian-Niger Delta conflict. At other times, the
polarization emanate from external factors such as the case of Rwanda where Tutsi tribe were
empowered by the Belgian colonial master over their Hutu counterparts. This highlights that
any effective conflict prevention mechanism should take into account the political and
economic power interplay between the various ethnic or religious groups that are parties to
any conflict. In this case, a participatory approach based on shared vision (one of the central
tenets of the concept of Strategic Sustainable Development) will be particularly relevant as a
means of ensuring a long term solution to violent conflict.
An interesting pattern that emerges from the interviews was the role of trust in violent
conflict. Only one expert highlighted that lack of trust can lead to violent conflict. This was
in contrast with the literature where it was emphasized that the erosion of trust between
individuals and between individuals and government is one of the main causes of conflict.
Not recognizing the roles played by trust in preventing violent conflict underscore the
relevance of the existing conflict prevention strategy. Falling public confidence in national
government affects not just political stability, but also weakens trust which is the glue that
hold every society together. Thus, taking a system perspective on the risk factors of violent
conflict could point out while people tend to marginalize another group or suppress others for
so long.
There were mixed responses in regard to whether environmental issues pose any threat to
peace. Although some of the experts pointed out that environmental issues do not by
themselves causes conflict, those who believe that there is a strong relationship between
conflict prevention and socio-ecological sustainability highlighted that land issues and
neglect of host communities has high probability of causing conflicts over time and therefore
constitute a risk factor of violent conflict. In the case studies, the authors found that
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environmental issues were central to the emergence of violent conflict. However, it could be
asserted that some of the environmental issues were direct failures of the political system (e.g
Cambodia, Nigeria). In any case, integrating Strategic Sustainable Development into conflict
prevention has a potent capacity to address the environmental challenges that are at the root
causes of conflict. Recall that the two main construct of Strategic Sustainable Development
are social and ecological sustainability.

4.3

Research Question #2

What are the necessary measures that can be taken to mitigate the
escalation of conflict from Strategic Sustainable Development
perspective?
With regards to measures that can be taken to mitigate the escalation of conflict, the political
system appears to have a major role to play in conflict prevention as pointed out by the
experts both through the structured interview and the survey. Perhaps it may be an indication
of their conviction that many of the risk factors of conflict escalation have one connection or
the other with the political system. Most of the experts are of the opinion that measures like
accountability, improved governance, creation of tools for conflict prevention, management
and resolution and participatory regime are necessary political measures that can have a
profound impact on conflict prevention. In a situation where there are differing perspectives,
opinions and beliefs, there is nothing more important than accountability. This could be
shown in the form of elections, human rights, military action (Anonymous 1). With regards
to the political exploitation of ethnic and cultural identity, the most appropriate approach may
be to address political elites by involving them in regional or international systems of
preventive networks, and in this way also address majority and minority groups and the
dynamics between these within countries. Such networks may offer communication channels
at multiple levels of society, starting with the elites, which in turn may both prove useful for
short and long-term conflict prevention. Similarly improved governance may entail:
promotion of equal treatment of various ethnic/religious/tribal/identity groups as well as
strengthen institutions to manage/settle conflict (judiciary, police, and public involvement in
political decision making (Anonymous 2). These measures can help build trust in the society
and hence a reduction in conflict escalation.
The economic risk factors of poverty and income inequality are a clear demonstration of
unmet human’s needs which are central to most conflicts. This is one of the main constructs
of sustainability and in particular the focus of social sustainability. Extreme poverty and
income inequality are perhaps the most prevalent economic risks factors of escalation of
conflict. Extreme poverty increases the vulnerability of youths and easy manipulation by
greedy politicians and also reduces the cost of violence. Thus measures aimed at addressing
these factors could provide a long term solution to escalation of conflict. This could be
inform of investment in human capital, managing risks, addressing market failures, and
general attempts to reduce poverty (e.g. by reducing inequality).
Social inequality, marginalization, exclusion from political, economic, social and cultural
realms (based on social or cultural identity), absence or weakening of social cohesion,
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poverty, weak economy (deficiencies) and high unemployment, abuse of Human Rights, lack
of power and decision making are few examples of many of the social risk factors of conflict
escalation. These challenges could be address by transformation in power relations. Social
protection that is part of a social policy package, including free quality education, universal
health care and basic labour rights, within a broad framework of civil and political, social and
economic rights. Attempts aimed at increasing the ability of civil society to hold
government’s accountable thereby diffusing power in the society as well as increasing trust in
the judicial system and ensuring that there is someone to provide quality advocacy on behalf
of the vulnerable may be steps in the right direction towards long term conflict prevention.
Although not made explicit by the experts, it appears that economic and social risk factors of
conflict escalation go hand in hand, for example, youth unemployment (social factor) leads to
extreme poverty or economic deprivation (economic factor). Poverty and unemployment do
not only increase the vulnerability of youths and easy manipulation by greedy politicians but
also reduce the cost of violence. This is in alignment with the views of some our experts as
well as the literature where it was identified that unmet human needs are central to conflict
escalation. Interestingly, these factors are linked directly to the political system. For instance,
the socio-economic problem of poverty, unemployment and income inequality could be
argued to be the result of political inequality, corruption, marginalization and discrimination.
Discrimination in particular, undermines trust in both central authority and among different
groups, and it can be manipulated by shrewd politicians.
Similarly, the environmental risk factors: pollution and land issues could be the result of
ineffective environmental law, poor land tenure system and other issues all of which are part
of the political system. Hence to reduce poverty, income inequality, pollutions and land
issues there may be a need to first of all have a political system that gives equal rights to all
citizens. One strategic approach is the directing of sustainable effort at changing the dialogue,
building trust and good leadership in the society (Nwachan 2014). It also encompasses
political reforms and nation rebuilding where the citizens could hold their government
accountable. Achieving these will involve taking a number of steps that addresses the various
structural problems that are currently inherent in the political system. This view posits that
the political system though do not hold all solutions needed for effective conflict prevention,
yet addressing the various political and institutional challenges has a greater capacity to
ensure long term success for conflict prevention than any of the other systems (economic,
social and environmental).
However, it must be mentioned here without any contradiction that having a good political
system without any effort directed at addressing the socio-economic and environmental risks
factors of escalation of conflict may not in itself produce the desired outcomes. Therefore, a
system approach is needed to avoid the risk of solving one problem while simultaneously
contributing to other challenges.

4.4

Research Question #3

What evidence is available that structural factors are the root causes of
conflict?
The three case studies the authors examined highlighted the various structural risks factors of
violent conflict- the neglect of which led to the outbreak of those conflicts. In the case of
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Nigeria-Niger Delta, the authors saw a number of political, economic and environmental risk
factors that have survived a century without conflict. This pointed out that the presence of
these risk factors in a society does not immediately generate conflict until there are certain
accelerators or triggers that activate them. If a system approach could be taken where all
issues pertaining conflict can be addressed early enough, there are possibilities that such
conflict can be mitigated from escalating into violence. In the case of Cambodia, the authors
found that the lack of effective land tenure system was the major factor that led to the
outbreak of violence. This helps to validate the opinions of some of the experts but contradict
the opinion of other experts who argued that there was no direct relationship between
environmental issues and violent conflict. Therefore, there may be a need to investigate this
further from an SSD perspective to ascertain the kind of relationship that exists between these
two constructs: environmental issues and conflict prevention. In addition, the Rwanda Case,
revealed a very subtle factor that was not mentioned by most of experts-external factor. It
describes the roles played by the colonial masters. This was also seen in the case of Nigeria
but with different level of contribution. While the Rwanda case was that of direct
“polarization of identities”: Hutu and Tutsi, the Nigerian case was that of “state formation”
with indirect influence on elevation of different interests in the political realm, competitive
communalism and reinforcement of identities. However, most profound underlying factors to
all the conflicts were more or less political than other factors.
Another interesting findings from the case studies were that all the identified risk factors of
violent conflict be it political, economic, social or environmental were all direct violations of
the system conditions of sustainable society (for details see Table 3, Appendix D).
Therefore, using Strategic Sustainable Development and in particular the eight sustainability
principles (in conjunction with other conflict analysis tools) as a minimum boundary
conditions could help conflict prevention practitioners gauge the risk factors of conflict
escalation and also guide in the selection of necessary measures or tools that can help
mitigate them.

4.5

Strategic Sustainable Development and
Conflict Prevention

To answer our primary research question “How can the FSSD be used to identify the risk
factors and mitigate the escalation conflict into violence in conflict prone-societies” we
identify the link between Strategic Sustainable Development and conflict prevention.
4.5.1

System Perspective

One common pattern identified in the existing literature as well as from the interview and
survey is the need to address the structural causes of conflict if conflict prevention is to be
successful (ECPF 2008). This implies that conflict prevention require a broad and an allencompassing approach that provide answers to a wide range of problems. Thus, there is a
need for a comprehensive framework that is able to capture these complexities. The FSSD is
particularly relevant in this case. The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development is
designed to deal with complex challenges associated with sustainability. It offers a way to
organize thinking and conversations around sustainability which give the actors a common
language and a way to unify their efforts so they’re all pulling in the same direction from
their various areas of expertise (The Natural Step 2014). It provides mechanisms to deal
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effectively with sustainability’s greatest challenges such as reconciling the seemingly
irreconcilable, e.g. the small scale versus the biosphere, the short versus the long term (The
Natural Step 2014). A system understanding and analysis of the conflict situation using the
FSSD would not only help to identify some of the risk factors of conflict but could also offer
a minimum conditions that could inform necessary actions which can be taken to prevent
eruption of conflict into violence through it system conditions.
4.5.2

Identifying the Root causes of conflict

A success factor for any approach to conflict prevention may be to address the root causes of
the conflict rather than providing short term solutions. Therefore, a system view of the causes
of a conflict from a sustainability perspective could help to bring to limelight a previously
un-recognized root causes while simultaneously bringing known cause to problems of
sustainability. This is particularly important because the identification of the root causes of
conflict is not simple.
4.5.3

Identification of the Risk Factors

Incorporating sustainability into analysis of conflict can point out the risk factors that can
escalate conflict towards violence. Although, academic scholars have indicated that the origin
of conflicts could be traced to various situational factors, a common consensus among them
is that most conflicts can be traced to be based on interests, needs, values, data, relationships
and structural factors (Bradshaw 2007). In particular, needs-based conflict is reinforced by
the denial and frustration of both physical and psychological basic human needs such as food,
shelter, security, social acceptance, identity, and control (Bradshaw 2007, 8). The denial of
these needs whether physiological or psychological is a basis of conflict. Most persistent
conflicts in the developing countries are needs-based (Muboko 2011). Similarly, all other
origin of conflict can as well reveal those risk factors of conflict if analyzed from the
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) perspective. For example,
structurally-based conflict revolves around social, political or economic structures and
institutions that are in place (Bradshaw, 2007, 290) .These structures and institutions affects
the relationship between individuals, groups and creates negative perception that breed
conflicts. Galtung (1996) refers to structural violence in the context of societal structures that
allow violence to occur vertically. Verticality in these structures implies inequality and
exploitation administered from the top downwards resulting in needs of the persons at the
bottom being deprived either through segregation or marginalization. One way of making
sense of this is to analyse conflict with the sustainability principles as a boundary condition.
By doing this, one can clearly identify the violations of these principles and other risk factors
then use it as a guide to understand the potential emergence of violent conflict.
4.5.4

Backcasting from a Common Vision

One integral aspect of the FSSD is backcasting. backcasting is a planning method, by which
we envision having achieved success in the future, and look backward to where we are today
and ask ‘what do we do to get there (Robèrt et al. 2010), This planning approach appears
convincing because it points out that the future may be different from the present. In both
FSSD and conflict prevention, common vision is seen as a very important means of cocreating a new reality. It frees people from their current perception and helps open their mind
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to accept new reality whether it is an issue related to conflict prevention or sustainability or to
both. Common vision has the capacity to inspire and energize as well as provide direction.
Though a common vision can be constructed using scenarios, principles or combining the
two (Robèrt et al. 2010), it is claimed backcasting from a vision based on principles is more
helpful than using scenarios when it comes to strategic planning towards sustainability. It
also helps to inspire creativity. This is particularly true because backcasting from scenarios
may have the challenges or difficulties at achieving a consensus on a particular scenario and
ascertaining if an envisioned scenario in respect of conflict prevention without the use of
principles is sustainable (Robèrt et al. 2010). However, it is also possible to combine scenario
with principles in order to create an envisioned future. In this case, the scenarios can be
examined using the eight system conditions for sustainability as well as other principles that
may be relevant to the parties in conflict prevention. It is important to point out that, however
the common vision is constructed either from scenarios or principles or combination of both,
it helps people to understand the challenge in a common language and create a shared
mental-model.
4.5.5

Management of Conflict Prevention

For conflict prevention to be successful there is a need for a management system that will
support the creation of an operational structure and system that will not only maintain a
desired situation but also for systematic improvements through the processes of planning,
implementation, monitoring and auditing (Robèrt et al. 2004). Here, the FSSD in conjunction
with other specialized tools could offer a useful way of building and operating a management
system for implementing, monitoring and auditing the approach jointly created by the
different parties involve in conflict prevention.
4.5.6

Conflict Prevention through the Lens of FSSD

Here, the generic five level frameworks (Robèrt et al. 2010) is used to link the field of
Strategic Sustainable Development and conflict prevention in a structured way in order to
better understand and communicate these links more effectively. We view conflict prevention
as a system within a sustainable society in the biosphere. At the “Action” and “Tool” level,
the actions and the tools listed are potential that can be prioritized and selected according to
the strategic guidelines. The list of actions is a combination of the measures suggested by the
experts and brainstormed ideas by the research team as well as modification of certain actions
from the literature.
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Table 3: Conflict Prevention through the lens of FSSD
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4.6

Recommendations for Conflict Prevention
from SSD Perspective

The statements that answer the primary research question of this thesis were presented in the
previous section. These statements incorporate the core elements of Strategic Sustainable
Development into structural conflict prevention. The main idea was to highlight how some of
these core concepts of SSD could be integrated into conflict prevention with a view to
creating a long term strategy for conflict prevention. These statements include:
¾ System Perspective: A system understanding and analysis of the conflict situation using
the FSSD would not only help to gauge the risk factors of conflict but could also offer a
minimum conditions that can inform necessary actions to prevent eruption of conflict into
violence through its system conditions.
This it does by helping to
x Identify among other things the socio-ecological sustainability issues that act as risk
factors to conflict escalation.
x Identify those issues that are most relevant to the people involved.
x Identify some of the root causes of conflict.
x Make sense of the challenges of complexities associated with conflict prevention.
x Bring to limelight previously un-recognized root causes while simultaneously
revealing known cause to problems of sustainability
x Advocate that conflict prevention should be done at the early stage (structural level)
where there is stable peace.
¾ Backcasting from a common vision: In both the FSSD and conflict prevention, common
vision is seen as a very important means of co-creating a new reality. It frees people from
their current perception and helps open their mind to accept new reality whether it is an
issue related to conflict prevention or sustainability or to both.
x Common vision has the capacity to inspire and energize as well as provide direction.
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x
x
x

It also helps people to understand the challenge in a common language and create a
shared mental-model.
This allows all parties involved in a conflict to pull in the same direction and hence
provide a lasting solution that could mitigate the escalation of conflict.
It highlights the importance of acting strategically (e.g. prioritizing).

¾ Management of conflict prevention: Here, the FSSD in conjunction with other
specialized tools could offer a useful way of building and operating a management
system for planning, implementing, monitoring and auditing the approach jointly created
by the different parties involve in conflict prevention. This could help to facilitates long
term solution as well as ensuring the sustenance of the outcome of the conflict prevention
process.
¾ Conflict Prevention and Sustainability issues: Social and ecological sustainability
issues are central as the root causes of most conflicts and all their escalation. Ecological
sustainability issues may pertains to struggle over natural resources, pollutions,
environmental degradation and land issues (e.g. Cambodia and Nigeria).On the other
hand, social sustainability issues are always associated with unmet human needs or
uneven allocation of natural resources revenue. Most often conflicts emanate from the
feeling of marginalization or neglect by a particular group of people usually the
minorities. Understanding the relevance of socio-ecological sustainability issues will help
to identify the entry point of SSD to conflict prevention processes.
¾ Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD): The concept of Strategic Sustainable
development adds new perspectives to the original concept of sustainable development.
Firstly, through its system conditions, it offers a strategic framework for organizing
information and prioritizing actions. These set of principles for sustainability can help
support decisions as well as maintaining a system perspective (for details discussion of
the core concepts of SSD (see section 1.4). In general, sustainability is based on two main
fundamentals: robust eco-system and robust social system. Strategic Sustainable
Development shows the relationship between these two main constructs. This it does, by
pointing out that ecological challenges which often lead to social instability and then
results in greater ecological threats are the bases of deeply unsustainable patterns that
usually lead to conflict escalation. Therefore eliminating these trends has a greater
capacity to mitigate conflict from escalating into violence .Again, introducing the human
needs perspective to the issues of conflict prevention points out that we may never get a
sustainable society if humans are not able to meet their needs. Thus, any effort directed at
meeting human basic needs is a direct solution to mitigate the escalation of conflict.
¾ Strategic Sustainable Development and other Tools: The SSD recognizes the
complementary roles of other tools that are relevant to conflict prevention. Given it
scientific background, it appears more powerful because there is no other universally
accepted language that is able to break through different cultures, values and belief
system as science. The SSD system approach places more emphasis on how to live in a
sustainable society where the ecological system is not degraded beyond its threshold
where humanity can no longer thrive and where conflict is on the rise. Hence, it take an
upstream approach with the caution that an attempt to prevent one conflict from
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escalating should not lead to other conflicts or unintended consequences on both the
environment and the society system.
¾ Addressing the various Structural factors
x

The political factors: Political reforms towards inclusive politics where
accountability, responsiveness and effectiveness of political systems and political
governance are strengthened are very crucial as major step to address the various
political risk factors of conflict escalation. The development and strengthening of
democratic political systems that provide opportunities for all, including the poor, to
influence decision-making, is a critical success factor for social sustainability. These
measures can help build trust in the society and hence a reduction in conflict
escalation.

x

The economic Factors: Unmet humans needs are central to most conflicts. This is
one of the main constructs of sustainability and in particular the focus of social
sustainability. Extreme poverty and income inequality are perhaps the most prevalent
economic risks factors of escalation of conflict. Extreme poverty increases the
vulnerability of youths and easy manipulation by greedy politicians and also reduces
the cost of violence. Thus measures aimed at addressing these factors could provide a
long term solution to escalation of conflict. This could be in the form of investment in
human capital, managing risks, addressing market failures, and general attempts to
reduce poverty (e.g. by reducing inequality).

x

The social factors: Inequality, marginalization, exclusion from political, economic,
social and cultural realms (based on social or cultural identity), absence or weakening
of social cohesion, poverty, weak economy (deficiencies) and high unemployment,
lack of power and decision making are few examples of many of the social risk
factors of conflict escalation. These challenges could be address by transformation in
power relations and social protection. Social protection needs to be part of a social
policy package, including free quality education, universal health care and basic
labour rights, within a broad framework of civil, political, social and economic rights.
Attempts aimed at increasing the ability of civil society to hold government
accountable to her citizen thereby diffusing power in the society is also a good
measure. Another measure could be to increase trust in the judicial system and
ensuring that there is someone to provide quality advocacy on behalf of the
vulnerable.

x

The environmental factors: Other important fundament of sustainability is the robust
ecosystem. This aspect of the sustainability construct emphasized that the ecological
system should not be degraded beyond its threshold where humanity can no longer
thrive and where conflict is on the rise. Pollutions, environmental degradation, land
issues, species extinction are all environmental risk factors that often lead to
escalation of conflict. These challenges could be addressed through the protection of
land and property rights of minority and vulnerable, adequate legal framework and
effective implementation, effective environmental law, education and awareness and
adequate rules of resources allocation within community’s territory (resources
mapping).
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¾ Strategic Sustainable Development and Decision making: A key component of the
strategic level of the Framework for Strategic Development is how to prioritize actions.
The FSSD provides minimum criteria for prioritizing actions. This could aid conflict
prevention as well as promoting socio-ecological sustainability. At the minimum,
attempts aimed at conflict prevention should:
x
x
x
x

Be in the right direction (towards long term conflict prevention and compliance with
sustainability principles).
Be flexible platforms (that are adaptable for future innovations).
Provide adequate return on investment (financial or otherwise - e.g. social capital,
reputation, etc.).
Other criteria that may be deemed necessary by the parties involved in conflict
prevention (e.g. urgency).

¾ Limitation of the Recommendations: These recommendations are based on structural
conflict prevention where there is stable peace. The emphasis is on identifying and
mitigating the risk factors that could lead to escalation of conflict into violence. It is
therefore not meant for operational prevention or applicable in situations of open conflicts
as shown in figure 3. However, the recommendations as presented here are more general
but yet concrete and specific enough to be adapted to different contexts on case by case
basis.
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5

Conclusions

Conflict prevention is a complex phenomenon and therefore requires holistic approach to be
address sufficiently. Integrating Strategic Sustainable Development into conflict prevention
appears to add new perspective into conflict prevention framework. Given the complexity of
conflict prevention, the most suitable entry point of SSD may be at the structural level where
certain structural and institutional arrangements inherent in the society tend to escalate
conflict over time. Addressing these structural factors has potential to provide long term
solutions to reduce the risk of conflict escalation.
Sustainability issues (social and ecological) were identified to be at the heart of many
conflicts. In many conflicts, it is either the social (human needs) dimension or the ecological
(environmental) dimension is violated or both are violated in each conflict. With regards to
the human needs (e.g. identity, security, etc.), attempts to suppress a need will only lead to
escalation of conflict. Therefore, it is believed that all human needs should be met in order to
maintain sufficient life, in a way that will not generate another conflict. On the other hand the
environmental dimension, which is an on-going source of conflict, is threatening to cause
more conflict in the future and until the human society change the patterns and ways of
living, there is no reason for this tendency to change.
The authors also found that since the above connection might not always be easily seen as
they appear to be, using the FSSD as an analytical tool in conjunction with other conflict
analysis tools has greater capacity to bring to limelight previously unrecognized risk factors
of conflict escalation while at the same time bringing known factors to issues of
sustainability. A key advantage of SSD is the provision of an overall framework to address
the complexity of conflict prevention.

5.1

Limitations and Scope for Further
Research

This thesis is not without its limitations. Due to time constraint the author could not test the
effectiveness of the recommendations that were made in the previous chapter. Therefore,
there may be a need to involve sustainability experts who work in the area of conflict
prevention to test the practicability of the recommended measures. Also, there were mixed
responses from the experts in regard to the relationship between environmental risk factors
and conflict. This can also be investigated from Strategic Sustainable Development
perspective with a view to ascertaining the relationship between these two constructs. There
is also a need to investigate how close economies act as risk factors of conflict escalation.
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Appendix A: Structured Interview Questions
General Background
1. In your word how do you define conflict prevention?
2. What does “sustainability” means to you?
3. In your opinion what is the link between conflict prevention, social and
environmental sustainability?
4. How would you define “conflict-prone” society?
Causes
5. In your perspective, what are the major causes of conflict?
6. What are the structural causes of conflict?
7. What triggers could contribute to the outbreak/ further escalation of conflict?
Indicators
8. In your word what are the risk factors of violent conflict?
9. In your opinion how can this (these) risk factor(s) be identified from a sustainability
perspective?
Measures
10. In your opinion, at what stage do you think is most appropriate to prevent conflict?
11. In your word what approaches do you use currently to mitigate this (these)
indicator(s) from erupting into violence?
12. In your word what are the weaknesses and strengths of these approaches?
13. In your word what measure can you take to prevent conflict if you find out that the
root causes are deeply rooted structural factors?
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Appendix B: Online Questionnaire
1. Name of Institution?
2. How long have you been working/studying/involving in the area of conflict
prevention/management/resolution?
{ 1-3 years
{ 4-6 years
{ 7-9 years
{ More than 10 years
3. In your words, how do you define "conflict prevention"?
4. What does “sustainability” means to you?
5. In your opinion, what is the link between "conflict prevention and sustainable
development"?
6. Based on your own experience, what are the most frequent early warning indicators
(sub category) of violent conflict? Kindly choose at least five.
Justice and the rule of law
Human rights
Civil society and media
Intervening variables
Ethnic tension and division
Political exploitation of ethnic, culture and identity differences
Structural and historical factors
Demographic/population pressure
Non-economic social development and regional inequalities
Criminalization
Violence, cohesion, and internally displaced people/refugees
History of armed conflict and structural instability
Lack of tools and institution of conflict prevention, management and
resolution
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Regime type and media
Regional and International setting
International linkage
External (territorial) dispute
External support and intervention
Arms, small arms
Military expenditure
Military forces and control
Non-state control armed forces
Environmental disaster and general scarcity of natural resources
Resource management
Problematic resources (eg. Oil, diamond and gold)
Competition over (scare) resource (eg. Water)
State/regime legitimacy
Governance
Political stability, opposition- and elite groups
Regime type
Corruption
Social development and equality
Economic performance and wealth
Economic stability and performance (Others :………………………)
7. What strategies/measures to prevent/mitigate the outbreak of violent conflict
based on the indicators you have mentioned in Question#5? You may pick just one
indicator (or more) for the answer.
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Appendix C: List of Collaborators
#

Name of Interviewee/Expert

Country

1

Enest Ndam Nwachan

2

Magnus Öberg

Sweden

Associate Professor, Head of Peace and
Conflict Research Department, Uppsala
University

3

Florian Krampe

Sweden

Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Peace
and Conflict Research, Uppsala
University

4

Odewale Yakubu

Nigeria

National Coordinator, The Centre for
Crisis Prevention and Peace Advocacy

5

Mark Channsitha

Cambodia
/

USA

Background
Legal Practitioner, UN Advisory
team member to Afghanistan, Sierra
Leone

Program Advisor, Swe Tha Har
Social Services

Myanmar
6

Clement Kuliyak

Nigeria

Regional Coordinator, Centre of Peace
and Conflict Prevention Advocacy

7

Wisdom Addo

Ghana

Executive Director, West Africa Centre
Peace Foundation

8

Long Khet

Cambodia

Founder and Executive Director, Youth
for Peace

9

Nou Va

Cambodia

Program Manager, Youth for Peace

10

Srey Sotheavy

Cambodia

Executive Director, Alliance for
Conflict Transformation

11

Sara Lindberg Bromley

12

Joseph Sany

Sweden

Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Peace
and Conflict Research, Uppsala
University

USA

Peacebuilding and Youth Development
Consultant S&B International
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Appendix D: Case Studies
Cambodia Land and Forest Conflict
Cambodia is an emerging market ruled by a government that has hunted for socio-economic
development by exploiting its natural resources. Within the last few decades, the rise of
globalization led to the demand for economic land expansion which has had tragic effects on
the security of land tenure for the livelihoods of the marginalized communities in the country.
It has been widely recognized that most of Cambodian people (85%) live in rural areas and
depend on farming, land and forest resources for their livelihoods and subsistence. Poverty
and conflict on land and forest is increasing since the early 1990 as Cambodia has adopted
the free market economy, more privatization, large scale development and the flow of foreign
investment in this country while the law enforcement is still limited (CCHR 2013).
The economic land concessions (“ELCs”), gives the right to lease State-owned land for a
maximum of 99 years, to be used in industrial agricultural business.
“Over three million hectares of land – approximately 16.6% of the total 181,035 km² of land
in Cambodia – have been granted through ELCs to foreign and domestic companies, as well
as to wealthy political elites, for industrial development”. (CCHR 2013)
Subsequently, the communities living on the land are repeatedly endangered to forced
eviction, involuntary relocated to other undesirable location. The act of which are often
poorly planned and executed with little respect for due process of law and for basic human
rights.
It is estimated that since 2000, some 700,000 Cambodians have been adversely affected by
ELCs throughout the country. (Human Rights Watch 2013).
Uncontrolled development of this kind of concession is threatening to destroy the forest
environment and the traditional way of life. Conflicts arise from economic land and forest
concession should be understood from the perception of Cambodia’s recent history and
trends in socio-economic conditions in rural areas, as follows:
x 3 decades of civil war and violence has led to substantial displacement of rural people and
destruction of property records.
x Significant political regime changed throughout the history always resulted in forest and
land property frameworks reformed.
x Significant amounts of rural Cambodian live below or close to poverty line, and earn their
livelihoods through subsistence agriculture. Remarkably, big proportions of families are
landless or nearly so.
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x Weak governance, including corruption on the use of land and natural resources is
exploited by the influential and politically well associated, who illegally “grab” land and
natural resources.
x The forest and land concession systems have thus far failed to meet the real need to use
rural land and natural resources to promote sustainable development. The act of economic
developments oriented is violating the livelihood options for the rural poor and degraded
scares resources.
x Most ethnic minority are unable to defend their community resources due to their marginal
status in the society, illiteracy and poor understanding of the Khmer language (national
language), lack of knowledge of the law, and self-perceived powerlessness, low selfesteem to deal with the authorities and the outsiders.
The table illustrates the risk factors of the Cambodia land/forest conflict and the
violation of sustainability principles
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The Rwanda Genocide
The Rwanda genocide which took place in April 1994 was a result of the progressive
weakening of bridging social relations between Tutsi and Hutu and the increasing penetration
of the state into communal affairs that went on for several decades (Nat and Michelle 2000).
This example provides us an understanding of how social capital interacted with conflict in
terms both of the unravelling of social fabric and the strengthening of social dynamics among
Hutu that enabled the genocide.
Causes of the Rwanda Genocide:
One of the major causes of this violence was ethnic hatred. Historically, this hatred did not
exist between Hutu and Tutsi during the pre- colonial era. The relations between Hutu and
Tutsi get worse under the Belgian colonial administration. By supporting minority Tutsi rule,
colonization further entrenched socioeconomic disparities and strengthened the divide
between the groups along "ethnic" (rather than class) lines. This division between the groups
was sharpened by the colonial rulers, who downgraded the Hutu cultivators to a lower status
and categorized the pastoral Tutsi as the superior ruling class. In the 1926 population census,
the Hutu and the Tutsi were forced to choose their "ethnic" identity. By so doing, the
dynamic system classes between the two groups became a static system based on "ethnicity,"
which later became a (much-abused) tool for manipulation by the ruling class (Nat and
Michelle 2000).
Following this was the given of greater access to socioeconomic and political systems to the
Hutu by the colonial government in the early and mid-1950s, by the colonial government,
under pressure from the Catholic Church. The increasing liberties extended to the Hutu
became a cause of concern to the ruling Tutsi, who, as a minority, feared an uprising by the
majority. In 1959 Ethnic politics intensified and the Party for the Emancipation of the Hutu
People (Parmehutu) ousted the Tutsi regime with the support of Belgian forces. Fights
between Hutu and Tutsi spread throughout Rwanda, killing thousands and forcing a massive
Tutsi migration. (For details see Nat and Michelle 2000).
Other causes of the Rwandan genocide was the increasing imbalance in land, food and people
that led to malnutrition, hunger, periodic famine and fierce competition for land to farm (
Magnarella 2005). Too many people were relying on rapidly falling amounts of arable land
per capita for their subsistence level existences. Hunger and malnutrition are endemic among
most peasant societies in East Africa. Youths faced a situation where many (perhaps most)
had no land, no jobs, little education, and no hope for a future (Magnarella 2005). Given the
rapid population growth throughout the region, emigration or flight of people from one
country to another - the traditional means of alleviating domestic violence overland - moves
the problem from one place to another. Therefore, many of the Hutu who periodically fled
into Rwanda to avoid death at the hands of Tutsi in Burundi heartily participated in the
slaughter of Rwandan Tutsi when the opportunity came. Among the more immediate causes
of the mass murders in Rwanda were: (1) the Museveni government’s perceived need, for
political and economic reasons, to evacuate Rwandan refugees from Uganda; (2) Hutu Power
ideology in Rwanda, which blown the flames of Tutsi hatred by recalling and rewriting the
history of Tutsi domination and Hutu subservience (and the characterization of Tutsi as
foreign exploiters, belonging to a different race); (3) the practices of a small, corrupt Hutu
elite who consolidated the limited wealth available and blamed the Tutsi for the deprivations
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of the masses; and (4) the failure or refusal of the Rwandan government to employ the kinds
of demographic and economic policies that would have addressed the ultimate causes in a
peaceful and more effective way.
To summarize these points we can conclude that the causes of the Rwanda genocide could be
traced to a number of structural factors that were part and parcel of Rwandan people for
several decades:
x

The tensions between the majority Hutus and the Tutsis, who were seen as the elite
members of society
x The Belgian colonial rule, which rewarded Tutsis with a Western education, and
denied political and economic power to the Hutus
x Rwandan Independence, in 1963, when the Tutsis were discriminated against, and
went into exile in Uganda
x The Civil War, when the Tutsis returned to Rwanda in 1990, a civil war broke out,
ending in a cease-fire, signed by the Hutu president, and presided over by the United
Nations peacekeeping force
x President Habyariman, a Hutu, was shot down on April 6th, 1994. The Hutus blamed
the Tutsi for this, and they started a massacre.
The outcome of these unattended structural factors were the emergence of a number of
conflict accelerators (lack of jobs, little education, and no hope for a future, imbalance in
land, food and people that led to malnutrition, hunger, periodic famine and fierce competition
for land to farm) and conflict triggers (President Habyariman, a Hutu, was shot down on
April 6th, 1994 among others) that eventually led to the genocide in 1994.
The table illustrates the risk factors of the Rwanda Genocide and the violation of
sustainability principles
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Appendix E:
Measures informed by the FSSD and Contribution to
Conflict Prevention
Political Factor
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Measures informed by the FSSD and Contribution to
Conflict Prevention
Social Factor
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Measures informed by the FSSD and Contribution to
Conflict Prevention
Economic Factor
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Measures informed by the FSSD and Contribution to
Conflict Prevention
Environmental Factor
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Appendix F: Survey Result
Q1: Name of your institution/organization/university? (Optional)
x University of Otago, National Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies
(4/30/2014 10:38 PM)
x American University (4/27/2014 4:07 AM)
x American University (4/27/2014 4:07 AM)
x University of Waterloo - Conrad Grebel University College (4/25/2014 8:41 PM)
x American University (4/24/2014 10:45 PM)
x American University SIS (4/24/2014 3:37 PM)
x Umeå University (4/24/2014 8:32 AM )
x American University (4/24/2014 1:15 AM)
x American University (4/24/2014 12:44 AM)
x Uppsala University (4/23/2014 11:40 PM)
x American University (4/23/2014 8:52 PM)
x American University (4/23/2014 8:42 PM)
Q2: How long have you been working/studying/involving in the area of conflict
prevention/management/resolution?
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Q3: In your words, how do you define "Conflict Prevention"?
x Utilizing training and resources to build the bridges of positive peace so that violent
conflict does not occur. I do not like the term conflict prevention because conflict can be a
dynamic, creative and positive cultural process. Violent conflict however is never a good
thing and therefore I perceive of this question as 'violent conflict prevention. (4/30/2014
10:38 PM)
x Actions and systems that strive to alleviate and even transform risk factors for escalation
of conflict, preventing these from becoming violent and descriptive, but not necessarily
preventing the eruption of conflicting interests as these may be constructive for change,
given that they are addressed in peaceful, communicative manners. (4/30/2014 2:54 PM)
x Conflict prevention is the rebuilding of economic, social, and political structures that
create conflict between parties. Conflict prevention also entails the creation of programs
that provide safe outlets for parties to express their grievances. (4/27/2014 4:07 AM)
x Conflict prevention can be looked at through multiple different lenses but I think often can
be attributed to keeping conflict at non-violent levels. Conflict is a part of all of our lives it cannot be prevented. However, it can be managed in way that doesn't result in an
escalated violent form - this is how I think we define conflict prevention. (4/25/2014 8:41
PM)
x Anticipation of conflict and treatment of the root causes of conflict. You can't really
prevent all conflict; you can prevent its escalation into violence and other destructive
tactics. In this respect "conflict prevention" is also the channeling of conflict into
appropriate mechanisms (e.g., dialogue, negotiation, mediation, litigation, law
enforcement, normal politics) so that it is managed or resolved without resort to
destructive mechanisms. (4/24/2014 10:45 PM)
x Taking strategic steps to prevent violence and mitigate the social, economic, racial/ethnic
disparities and tensions that lead to conflict. (4/24/2014 3:37 PM)
x In my field of research - peace and conflict studies - I would say that conflict prevention
does not, in fact, mean the prevention of conflict as such (for example, conflicts of interest
are a natural part of democracy, and can be productive if handled right). Conflict
prevention refers rather to efforts to prevent conflict from turning violent, it is about
preventing armed conflict. (4/24/2014 8:32 AM)
x I assume you mean "violent" conflict prevention? I don't think it's possible to prevent
conflicts in general. I think violent conflict prevention involves creating an environment in
which people feel comfortable to effectively communicate with each other and have the
skills and tools to solve problems non-violently. (4/24/2014 1:15 AM)
x Actively working to address the root causes of conflicts before they turn violent.
(4/24/2014 12:44 AM)
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x Aiding groups in managing their behaviours, attitudes, and incompatibilities to avoid
escalation of emotions, words or deeds. (4/23/2014 11:40 PM)
x Creating situations that mitigate conflict root causes and provide alternative options for
dispute resolutions, rather than use of violence. (4/23/2014 8:52 PM)
x Strategies and problems taken to mitigate and ultimately prevent the escalation or outbreak
of conflict.(4/23/2014 8:42 PM)
x Creating the conditions of everyday life where people can pursue activities of daily
sustenance and hope for the future, provide for their children and give their children a
sense of a future. (4/22/2014 2:55 PM)
x Establishing the meeting of basic needs of social, economic and hopefully also
environmental character in a community/society. Working towards trust-building and
sharing of understanding of cultural differences in a community/society. Seeing to that
Government is supportive towards those ends. (4/22/2014 11:50 AM)
Q4: What does “sustainability” means to you?
x

Sustainability means that the ecological and cultural systems employed in a measure of
human endeavour consider long term, ongoing and independent outcomes in their design
and do not take from future generations to sustain contemporary peoples. (4/30/2014 10:38
PM)

x

This implies systems and structures that have the ability to operate with no or little
negative side-effects and impacts, for a long time, mainly operating based on its own
resources and input. (4/30/2014 2:54 PM)

x

Sustainability is the ability of the structures created in conflict prevention to last
generations. (4/27/2014 4:07 AM)

x

Sustainability, in my opinion, means there remains continuity to a project well beyond the
reliance that might be had on an external third party. Things are sustainable if they
integrate into the fabric of a society, organization, or people. (4/25/2014 8:41 PM)

x

Not sure... the word is thrown around a lot. I think it means the use of Earth's resources in
a manner that leaves them available to future generations and does not cause permanent
damage to the earth or to species. (4/24/2014 10:45 PM)

x

An approach that is well thought out in the context of the specific problem, conflict or
location and there for it can sustain itself and work long term (4/24/2014 3:37 PM)

x

Sustainability has quantitative and qualitative meaning at the same time. It means (a) that
something (often peace or development) is durable over time, and (b) that there is more to
it than mere durability - in the case of peace, for example, it may refer to qualities such as
minimum levels of democracy, respect of human rights, gender equality, etc. (4/24/2014
8:32 AM)
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x

The ability for something to function on its own for a long time into the indefinite
future. (4/24/2014 1:15 AM)

x

The ability of a program, person, organization, etc., to continue itself without outside
help. (4/24/2014 12:44 AM)

x

The set of solutions to a problem that does not perpetuate the problem in the long-run.
For instance, adding money or goods to poor areas to improve development may
under certain circumstances decrease long-run development. (4/23/2014 11:40 PM)

x

In terms of sustainable peace, it is a situation where lasting peace can occur because
root issues have been addressed (4/23/2014 8:52 PM)

x

Sustainability is the programmatic impact as well as the length of various programs in
which people who drive these programs are able to identify and reorganize according
to changes (4/23/2014 8:42 PM)

x

Finding a balance of activities in an environment where everything--activities,
environment, and human effort--can be sustained at the same level, without huge
fluctuations in any one component. (4/22/2014 2:55 PM)

x

I would define it as Brundtland "meeting the needs of the present generations without
sacrificing future generations' needs", that is working towards equity, mindful use of
natural resources, non-pollution of the environment, and long-term investments for
the future. (4/22/2014 11:50 AM)
Q5: In your opinion, what is the link between "conflict prevention and
sustainable development"?

x

This is a big question. In my head I have the link being that where there are initiatives
that confront the space and place for growth of violent conflict there is an opportunity
to prevent violent conflict. In the place where these initiatives are sustainable and
ongoing with local ownership there is an opportunity to prevent the recurrence in
cycles of violence. (4/25/2014 8:41 PM)

x

I'm not sure. I do not view resource scarcity as THE major cause of conflict, but it can
be an exacerbating factor. If people are not facing shortages of water, fuel, electricity,
etc. then they will be a little less conflict prone. (4/24/2014 10:45 PM)

x

Conflict prevention is the key to sustainable development. In order for sustainable
development to be possible, conflict prevention must create the appropriate political,
social, and economic structures to support the mutual development of all identity
groups within a community. (4/27/2014 4:07 AM)

x

This is a big question. In my head I have the link being that where there are initiatives
that confront the space and place for growth of violent conflict there is an opportunity
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to prevent violent conflict. In the place where these initiatives are sustainable and
ongoing with local ownership there is an opportunity to prevent the recurrence in
cycles of violence. (4/25/2014 8:41 PM)
x

I'm not sure. I do not view resource scarcity as THE major cause of conflict, but it can
be an exacerbating factor. If people are not facing shortages of water, fuel, electricity,
etc. then they will be a little less conflict prone. (4/24/2014 10:45 PM)

x

If sustainable development is created in a way that people are benefitting achieving
some degree of equality or at least being able to provide basic needs to communities it
can relief tensions, the need to support terrorist or corrupt governments and diminish
support for violent actions. (4/24/2014 3:37 PM)

x

Sustainable development almost always contributes to conflict prevention. Conflict
prevention can contribute to sustainable development, but only if it recognizes
underlying (non-violent) conflict and assists in handling them peacefully. Simply
repressing underlying conflicts, such as structural violence, does not contribute to
sustainable development. (4/24/2014 8:32 AM)

x

I believe each is required for the other to exist. (4/24/2014 1:15 AM)

x

Development that is able to sustain itself will help prevent conflict. (4/24/2014 12:44
AM)

x

Both needs to be engaged in with care so as not to have unintended side-effects. For
instance forcing groups not to engage in violence could be counterproductive if
violence would result in a clear regulation of the conflict and a complete termination
of violence in the long-run. Wrongful meddling in conflicts could instead cause more
violence in the long-run if there is no clear cessation of hostilities. That would impact
the potential for sustainable development. In conflict areas efforts to increase
development must be sensitive to this problem. (4/23/2014 11:40 PM)

x

Conflict prevention looks at root causes of conflict and ways to appease those
grievances, without addressing root causes, conflict will reoccur and therefore the
peace is not sustainable and development is not possible. (4/23/2014 8:52 PM)

x

Sustainable development is a tool that predicates on conflict prevention. Failing to
address root causes of conflict through development programs run the risk of
exacerbating communal ties and structures that will evolve and transfer into animosity
and violence. Sustainable development that is conflict sensitive is conflict prevention.
(4/23/2014 8:42 PM)

x

If there isn't an environment that can sustain the activities and population of humans,
structural violence will likely result, and this may lead to hot violence. (4/22/2014
2:55 PM)
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x

There are many links: sustainable development cannot really materialize without an
equal and democratic society - and equality and democracy is fostered by conflict
prevention. In addition, the emergence of conflicts will undoubtedly spur un
sustainable development, often with catastrophic social, economic and environmental
consequences. (4/22/2014 11:50 AM)

Q6: Based on your own experience, what are the most frequent early warning
indicators (sub category) of violent conflict? Kindly choose at least five
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Q 7: What strategies/measures to prevent/mitigate the outbreak of violent conflict based
on the indicators you have mentioned in Question#5? You may pick just one indicator
(or more) for the answer.
x

I think that the thread of accountability runs through the answers I have chosen above. In
a situation where there are differing perspectives, opinions and beliefs there is nothing
more important than accountability. This could be shown in the form of elections, human
rights, military action, etc. Good luck (4/25/2014 8:41 PM)

x

Improve governance - Promote equal treatment of various ethnic/religious/tribal/identity
groups - Strengthen institutions to manage/settle conflict (judiciary, police, public
involvement in political decision making) Economic development but these treat
underlying causes. You also need tools to detect emerging conflict and discontent--the
more immediate, precipitating triggers. (4/24/2014 10:45 PM)

x

Several of the ones I picked, and some others, are linked to issues of equal treatment,
equal opportunity, and non-discrimination. If people are discriminated, or perceive that
they are discriminated, this undermines trust in central authority, it undermines trust
among different groups, and it can be manipulated by shrewd politicians. (4/24/2014
8:32 AM)

x

For "lack of tools and institution of conflict prevention, management and resolution":
early, free, public education institutions that involve conflict management skills in the
curriculum (4/24/2014 1:15 AM)

x

You have to train governments to become accountable to their people. If they are,
corruption will decrease and faith in governance will increase. (4/24/2014 12:44 AM)

x

Problematic resources: Avoid adding more scarce resources to fight over. For instance
rather than sending some food aid to famine victims (which could be used to fuel
competition and for buying arms), flood markets with food to decrease its value and
spatial concentration. Flooding markets will however be a blow for local production and
can decrease development in the long-run. So it’s a trade-off between saving people in
the short-run and ruining a country's economy in the long-run. (4/23/2014 11:40 PM)

x

Internal Displaced People or refugees are often seen as a group, rather than
understanding their differences. Most importantly, in refugee camps, previous societal
structures are broken and failing to account for these in the establishment of programs
could have detrimental effects. Intervening programs must have a level of conflict
sensitivity that does not create new tension amongst community members (4/23/2014
8:42 PM)

x

Some kinds of participatory regime where people feel they belong and can benefit from
the riches of their environment are keys. If a resource-rich country is corrupt, only elites
benefit, and everyday living for everyone else is compromised by resource extraction,
conflict is likely. (4/22/2014 2:55 PM)

x

Too difficult to answer such a multiple question: "it varies depending on the specific
problem and location" (4/22/2014 11:50 AM)
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